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Summary
This thesis deals with a project on short term load forecasting with neural networks. It concerns
the forecasting of electrical load for several days in advance, which are done on the basis of historical
load, weather and calendar variables. The research here is focussed on three main issues. These
are the neural network's learning algorithms, its topology and the selection of input variables to
do these forecasts on. This project is divided into three parts and the results of each part are
discussed next for each chapter.
Part I is on short term load forecasting with neural networks. It starts with chapter 3 that
describes neural networks which could be used for short term load forecasting. Then there is
chapter 4 on short term load forecasting with neural networks. From literature states according
literature that performances can be met between 2 % and 4 % MAPE (mean absolute percentage
error). In this part is also chapter 5 which discusses a short pilot project at NUON, a Dutch
electricity utility. A lot of experience regarding short term load forecasting was gained here. The
forecaster in use at NUON has a performance of 5 % MAPE. Furthermore, a large amount of load,
weather and calendar data from this pilot project was made available to do this thesis on.
Part II is on data analyses and simulator development. Chapter 6 discusses the data analyses
on the data which had been made available by NUON. The outcomes are that the correlation
coefficient between certain signals and the load which is to be forecasted results into a good
impression of which signals can useful as initial input variable selections for the neural networks.
Chapter 7 describes the functional design of the neural network simulator to learn the neural
networks. The development of this simulator is based on an existing neural network library. This
let unfortunately to all kinds of restrictions and excessive long simulation times.
Part III is on the development, optimisation and validation of the forecaster. Chapter 8
discusses the results for the different neural networks that were learned. For the performances,
see the last paragraph of this summary. Other major results are stated below. It appeared that
random initialisation of several processes in the learning algorithm has a large impact on the final
performance, sometimes ± 1.25 % MAPE. It also appeared that an increase of the number of
hidden neurons and the number of hidden layers did not lead to higher performances. The input
variable selection for good neural network short term load forecasters should at least contain the
following: cyclic time intervals, global weather information and load of 186 hours (one week)
ago. The indication of special days and holidays is also very important to apply. But the neural
networks in this thesis could not copy well with this information, therefore resulting into very low
performances for special days or holidays. Chapter 9 is on an unsuccessful attempt to optimise
the best forecasters of the previous chapter by means of a genetic algorithm. Chapter 10 is on
actual forecasts for a period of a week at NUON.
At the end of this thesis is chapter 11 in which conclusions and recommendations of this thesis
are. It could be concluded that the problem of short term load forecasting is a very complex
problem and very time consuming to assess with neural networks. However, several forecasters
have been learned with random search and error back propagation resulting into a performance of
7 % MAPE. This was eventually optimised by a combination of these algorithms to 6 % MAPE.
A recommendation for any future research is that a hybrid system of a neural network and a
statistical mechanism should be more suitable to cope with short term load forecasting especially
regarding special days and holidays.
Keywords: short term load forecasting, neural networks, genetic algorithms
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The application of computers and electronics is very widespread in this modern era. Automated
processing of information can be found in almost any type of industry, business and research.
These applications can be roughly divided into two groups. The first group are applications in
which these man-made systems outperform humans, for example number crunching. The second
group of applications is designed to do the exact opposite, to do things at which humans are
experts but that are hard to design automated systems for. Some examples are image recognition,
speech recognition and the control of very complex machines. Reasons for doing this are quit
numerous. The environment of the application may be hostile to humans, humans can be biased,
they can be distracted, they can have a bad day, they can switch jobs and leave with all the
experience and knowledge, etcetera.
This master's thesis is on a specific application of such a system from the latter group. It is
done for the Department of Electrical Engineering of Eindhoven University of Technology and the
division KEMA Connect of N.V. KEMA. In this thesis an artificial neural network is developed
and assessed in order to cope with the problem of short term load forecasting. This problem is
present at any electricity utility around the world. It concerns the forecasting of the hourly load
for periods of several days in advance. If an accurate forecast can be made for the next day, it is
possible to schedule and execute power production as efficiently as possible regarding economics
and our environment.
A lot of people have addressed this problem already in the last decade with all sorts of techniques. Currently, the use of artificial neural networks is the trend for load forecasting. Results
are quite good: usually an absolute forecast error between 2 % and 4 % can be met. This is
done most of the times by learning a feed forward neural network with the error back propagation
algorithm.
This thesis pays attention to alternative ways to learn such a neural network to cope with
the problem of short term load forecasting. The learning algorithms random search, error back
propagation, simulated annealing and alopex are assessed. It will also assess all sorts of strategies
and techniques to do forecasts as good as possible on a real world case. Also the development of
a neural network simulator is discussed. This simulator needed to be developed in order to assess
all ideas. Chapter 2 describes the entire project. It discusses how this project is divided into three
parts and what is contained in each part.
The first part is called short term load forecasting with neural networks. It starts with chapter 3
which is about both theoretical and practical aspects of neural networks. This is followed by
chapter 4 that discusses short term load forecasting with neural networks in general and practical
applications. Chapter 5 describes a short pilot project which was done at NUON. This was done
in order to get some experience with short term load forecasting.
The second part is on data analysis and simulator development. Chapter 6 analysis the data
of the real world case on which the forecaster is developed. This data was preprocessed and put
into a database that the simulator could easily make use of. This is followed by chapter 7 on
the functional design of the simulator itself. The top down development is based on the work of
1

J.W. van Schagen. He built a library for KEMA called FNS which consists of functions that can
setup up neural network data structures and functions that can learn such a structure for a given
set of data.
The final part is on forecaster results, optimisation and validation. The results of different
forecasters are discussed in chapter 8. It interprets and compares the results for the different
learning algorithms and other techniques which are used. Chapter 9 is on the attempt to optimise
the best forecasters of the previous chapter by means of a genetic algorithm. The aim is to find
optimal neural network topology and learning algorithm settings. This was attempted with the
aid of a program called GENESES which was build by J.M. Martinez Martinez for KEMA. In
chapter 10 are the results of the validation at NUON for the best forecaster. It made actual
forecasts for a period of a week. This part ends with chapter 11 in which the conclusions and
recommendations of this thesis are discussed.

2

Chapter 2

Project
In this section, the project's definition is given. First the subject of this project is stated. Then the
project's background, of which the problem of load forecasting arose, will be discussed. Thirdly
the specification of the project is explained followed by a section on the planning of this project.
The planning is accompanied with milestones of all main parts.

2.1

Subject

The subject of this project is as the title of this thesis states 'Short term load forecasting with
neural networks'. This chapter will now start by explaining the project's background before an
overview of the total project is given.

2.2

Background

KEMA is a large company in The Netherlands which is specialised in research, development and
consulting in the fields of electrical energy, alternative energy and certification. The majority of its
projects is done by order of Dutch electricity production and distribution companies and boards.
Among other things, KEMA assesses the application of neural networks. An area to which
neural networks are successfully used is load forecasting. Planning electricity production over
available plants depends for a great part on accurate load forecasting. In general this implies that
the more accurate the forecast, the more financially and environmentally efficient power plants
can be operated. Therefore load forecasting is very important.
Within CIGRE (the international conference on large high voltage electric systems), KEMA
assesses together with a company in Italy and the U.S.A. which type of neural network is best for
making these predictions. This research is done on the basis of case studies. Each case contains
information in the form of large data sets. The data sets cover several years for all kinds of
variables such as load, weather, holidays, etc. The power plants and electricity utilities supplies
these in order to develop as accurate forecasters as possible.
KEMA collaborates on this point with NUON, a large Dutch electricity utility. This electricity
utility wants their short term load forecasts improved and therefore have made their data available
to KEMA.

2.3

Project specification

The main objective in this thesis is to demonstrate with real world data what kind of neural
networks, in terms of learning algorithms and topologies, is best suited for short term load forecasting. This will be done by means of accumulating extensive knowledge about and experience

3

with neural networks in load forecasting. In order to achieve this, a short term load forecaster has
to be developed that is based on neural networks which are optimised by genetic algorithms.
To asses which type of neural network is most suitable for short term load forecasting, these
neural networks have to be validated with real world data. Therefore this forecaster will be
developed on the NUON case to at least meet the performance of the forecaster currently used
at NUON. Performance will be evaluated by several widely accepted criteria for short term load
forecasting with neural networks. The data available ranges from 1992 until 1997 from which a
forecaster will be developed that makes 24 hourly forecasts on a daily bases for at least one day
ahead.
In order to meet this goal the project is divided into three parts. The first part of this project
mainly consists of preparatory work. Therefore it starts with a literature study concerning this
subject. Then, a small project will be done at NUON in order to gain experience with short
term load forecasting. This is done simultaneously with the development of the neural network
simulator and database, which are developed in the second part, for the benefit of both.
Hence, the second part consists of building a database, analysing the data and developing
a simulator. These are necessary to simulate and assess neural networks for short term load
forecasting. The simulator called FNS (feed forward neural network simulator) will be built
around an existing neural network library of objects developed at KEMA. Hence, the project
consists partly of object oriented software development in C++. A user interface to this software is
not compulsory though welcome. As discussed before, the database is constructed from NUON's
data sets.
build
database

----

select
variables

----

configure
neural networ f-------

NOT
OK

learn and test
neural networ

evaluate
performance
OK
short term
load forecaste

Figure 2.1: Design cycle for creating a short term load forecaster.

The last part of the project encloses development of the forecaster so that it meets a certain
performance. Figure 2.1 is a schematic representation ofthe design cycle which is used for creating
this load forecaster. The two feed back paths at the left are of most importance and hopefully will
the third feed back path at the right not be necessary. If the simulator is implemented and tested,
it is used for assessing different types of learning algorithms and neural network topologies. This
is done to assess for what kind of settings the performance increases. Also the optimisation of
input variable selection and neural network topology for the optimal performing neural networks
are to be assessed. KEMA has developed its own genetic algorithm package called GENESES
which will be used here, hopefully yielding a higher performance. The genetic algorithm will be
used here to automate the first two feed back paths at the right of figure 2.1. Subsequently the
best short term load forecaster will be put to the test at NUON. It will be validated for a short
period of time by making real world load forecasts. This part also discusses the project's overall
results and will end with the conclusions which can be drawn from this thesis. The emphasis of
4

the entire project will be on use of methods and the results obtained from the test cases.
The project is scheduled over a period of 12 months and requires a thorough literature study
on short term load forecasting. It started part time 2 days a week in May and June, and was
now full time work from July 1997 until April 1998. During this period the following items were
assessed:
• criteria and essential data for good short term load forecasting
• feed forward neural networks in FNS with algorithms:
- error back propagation
- random search
- simulated annealing
- alopex
• feed forward neural networks in FNS with topologies:
- multi layer perceptron
- radial basis neural network
• genetic algorithms in GENESES
- input variable selection optimisation
- topology optimisation
- algorithm settings optimisation
The work has to be of such level that it is suitable to be offered for publication, for example
to the magazine 'Engineering Intelligent Systems' or 'IEEE Transactions on Power Systems'.

2.4

Project planning

The planning of the project is given in table 2.1. Several items will overlap deliberately to ensure
continuity throughout the project. Note that testing means running test cases besides testing
software. Time scheduled for making this report is distributed among all of these items and is
therefore not in this table.
I

item
I start
do literature study on load forecasting with NN (part time May and June)
May
May
assess feed forward NN algorithms (part time May and June)
Aug.
design and implement feed forward NN algorithms in FNS
Sep.
gain experience with load forecasting at NUON
Oct.
make NUON database
Dec.
test feed forward algorithms in FNS
make load forecaster for NUON database with FNS
Jan.
Feb.
assess optimisation NN with genetic algorithms
design and implement optimisation NN with genetic algorithms in GENESES Mar.
test optimisation NN with genetic algorithms in GENESES
Mar.
Apr.
validation of FNS at NUON
optimise load forecaster for NUON with GENESES
Mar.

I

end
Jul.
Aug.
Jan.
Oct.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

I

Table 2.1: Project planning.

The milestones for the planning of this project are in the table 2.2. These are deadlines for
the before mentioned items of table 2.1.
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I milestone
I date
end of Aug.
draft literature study
introduction presentation
middle of Oct.
end of Sep.
final literature study
middle of Dec.
NUON database
feed forward neural network simulator end of Dec.
end of Jan.
some load forecasters for NUON
middle of Feb.
intermediate presentation
optimisation by genetic algorithm
begin of Apr.
several load forecaster for NUON
end of Apr.
middle of Apr.
draft thesis
end of Apr.
validation of FNS at NUON
end of Apr.
final thesis
middle of May
final presentation
draft article for publisher
middle of June

Table 2.2: Project milestones.

6

Part I

Short term load forecasting with
neural networks
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Chapter 3

Neural networks
This chapter will explain how neural networks operate. A reasonably theoretical view of neural
networks will be given here. The contents is not simply background material regarding the application for short term load forecasting, it also attempts to give the reader a better view of what
neural networks are. The focus here is mainly on the widely used feed forward neural networks.
The chapter starts with the origin of this type of modelling which is based on biological
neural networks. It continues with the main advantages and disadvantages and for what type of
applications these kind of models are best suited. Then the topology is described, discussing each
component of a neural network. Consequently several learning algorithms will be explained and
with the aid of pseudo code descriptions combined with relevant mathematical equations. Finally
there is a section on learning algorithm enhancements, these are strategies for speeding up learning
or making learning more efficient or accurate. Note that this discussion on neural networks is with
the aim to simulate neural networks in software, realisation in hardware is also possible but that
is of no relevance in this context.

3.1

Neural networks in general

Here only a short description is given about the origin of neural networks followed by a section on
what type of applications neural networks are best suited for according to their properties. This
gives an idea of the general field of operation for neural networks [14, 2].

3.1.1

Biological neural networks

An artificial neural network, which is the formal name for the term neural networks used here,
is one of many attempts to build an intelligent machine or to create artificial intelligence. It is
based on biological neural networks [27, 14, 18,2]. The basic idea to model this, is to make a very
simplified model of biological neurons and their synapses, man succeeded in doing this.
A schematic representation of these biological neurons, the primary processing units of a neural
network, is in figure 3.1. The soma is the main body of the neuron that has several inputs called
dentrites and a single output called axon. The weighted interconnections between neurons are the
synapses, here information is passed from the axon of one neuron to a dendrite of another.
Artificial neural network can handle problems at a relatively low level of complexity. Compare
a neural network with 30 neurons and around some hundred weights to the human brain that has
14
1011 neurons and 10
connections between them. It is not an easy task in software or in hardware
to rebuild a neural network. Nevertheless these simple models are quite capable of learning to
perform reasonable complex, but very specialised, tasks as is described in the next section.
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synapse
axon
soma

dendrite
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a biological neuron.

3.1.2

Applications of neural networks

As neural networks are based on biological neural networks, a lot of areas of application exist in
problems that humans are good at, but conventional technical solutions fail. Some examples of
typical applications ranging from simple S1S0 (single input single output), 1\11S0 (multiple input
single output) to complex 1\111\10 (multiple input multiple output) tasks are listed below:
• classification: pattern recognition in sound, images or any other type of data
• forecasting: prediction of loads, currencies or any other trends
• modelling: function approximation of any kind
• coding: data compression and decompression
• NP-complete problems: travelling salesman problem or equivalents
Reasons why neural networks are capable of performing these complex and often non-linear
tasks can be derived from the unusual properties that biological neural networks also exhibit
[27, 2]. Neural networks
• are robust because of their redundancy,
• can have a dynamic behaviour,
• are fault tolerant,
• are flexible,
• process data highly parallel and decentralised,
• and are capable of dealing with fuzzy and probabilistic information.
Note that there are several different types of artificial neural networks which are each specialised
in some of the above properties. Neural networks may be a very good solution for complex tasks,
but are of course not always the solution. Some disadvantages are listed below.
• Once a neural network is learned, it usually does not adapt itself to a changing environment.
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• The model itself is in general a black box: it is hard to make statements about its performance
by just looking at the weight values and topology.
• Learning is a time consuming process.
• Performance validation is not always possible.

3.2

Neural network topology

A common neural network topology will be discussed in this section. An example of one is in
figure 3.2. This section starts with the smallest element, the neurons with their activations and
transfer functions. This is followed by a discussion on how these neurons are grouped to form a
layer. Then will be explained how these layers in their turn can be grouped as different types of
neural network topologies.

Figure 3.2: An example of a neural network.

3.2.1

Neurons

A neuron is the smallest processing element in a neural network [37, 32]. Its inputs are connected
with the neural network external inputs or with outputs of other neurons. Outputs which are
not connected to inputs of other neurons, are connected to the neural network's external outputs.
Internally the neuron consists of weights, a net function and a transfer function as seen in figure 3.3.
Note that such neuron acts only on local data.
A neuron evaluates its input by calculating the activation over all its inputs. This activation
is usually based upon a weighted sum of all the neuron's inputs. It is a kind of measure how much
this neuron is activated from its inputs. Then the activation is put through the transfer function
to produce the neuron's output as in definition 3.1. More on transfer functions is in section 3.2.3.
This function is usually non-linear and therefore makes that the neuron has non-linear behaviour.

r

Definition 3.1 Be aj activation of neuron j in layer k, and
in layer k. Then output oj of neuron j in layer k is defined as

transfer function for all neurons

Note that for many applications, these kind of neurons have an extra input that is set to an
arbitrary fixed value with a weight just like all other inputs. The value it delivers to the neuron is
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Figure 3.3: Neuron with weights, net function and transfer function.

called bias or threshold. This extra fixed value allows for a shift in the input space independently
of the inputs themselves. Now the transfer function can be applied to the activation without being
bounded to a certain fixed point in the input space. This would be the case if this threshold was
not available for making this shift from this fixed point.

3.2.2

Activations

The before mentioned activation is based upon a weighted sum and produces a signal called
weighted sum activation as in definition 3.2, see [37, 18].

Definition 3.2 Be m k number of neurons in layer k, oJ output of neuron j in layer k, and wj;
weight between output of neuron i in layer k - 1 and input of neuron j of layer k. Then weighted
sum activation aJ of neuron j in layer k is defined as
mk-

aj =

l

L

wj;0~-1

;=1

Another activation, less used than the previous one, is based upon a radial basis function
[13, 18, 28]. The activation signal produced by Gaussian radial basis function is in definition 3.3.
The Gaussian is the most common function used, but also lots of other function can be used here.

Definition 3.3 Be m k number of neurons in layer k, oJ output of neuron j in layer k, and wj;
weight between output of neuron i in layer k - 1 and input of neuron j of layer k. Then radial
basis activation aJ of neuron j in layer k is defined as

oj ~ oj

~ exp ( - 2:j' ~' (o~-' - pj)')

This function is usually only used in the first hidden layer and only responds if its stimulation
is in a certain input space. If these inputs are within a fixed radial distance of the centre of this
particularly input space, an identical output is produced by this function. In other words the
function incorporates a radial symmetric behaviour, hence the name radial basis function.
Note that the neuron's output signal here is identical to the activation, therefore for this
activation no further transfer function is needed. The bounded non linear behaviour as described
11

further on, is already incorporated in the activation. Formally, the linear ramp threshold function
that is described in the next section could be applied here, but this would not influence the signal
at all.

3.2.3

Transfer functions

A transfer function is responsible for a neuron's output [37, 27, 18, 32]. All sorts of functions can
be exploited as a transfer function. Here only non linear functions, with exception of the linear
ramp threshold function, will be discussed. This particular function is actually piecewise linear
and is in this thesis only used for scaling the patterns at the input and outputs [35, 6].
If the network is to model a non linear process, it has to incorporate non linearity itself. The
reason that the linear ramp threshold function is included, is explained in section 3.2.4. For reasons
explained in section 3.3.5 on error back propagation algorithm, also the first derivative of all non
linear functions have to exist. In order to be able to make this derivative, all of these non linear
functions have to be bounded monotonic functions, that is smoothly continuously rising or falling
from one horizontal bound to the other one.
In order to scale these functions, there are three parameters required. One is for the function's
steepness, one is to adjust its vertical scaling, and one to create a vertical offset. The steepness
is the most important one because the other two can be easily compensated for by the neuron's
input and output weights. See definition 3.4 for a complete description.

Definition 3.4 Be a vertical scaling factor, g"! (a) smooth continuous non linear function with
only horizontal asymptotes and 'Y as steepness parameter, and (3 vertical offset. Then transfer
function f (a) is defined as
f(a) = ag,." (a) +(3
Next are definitions of several transfer functions, namely linear ramp threshold function, sigmoid function, arctangent function, and hyperbolic tangent function. Each one of these functions
can be seen in the appropriate figures with a = 1, 'Y = 1 and (3 = o. These functions all have a
first derivate which is required by some learning algorithms.

Linear ramp threshold function
Definition 3.5 Be'Y vertical scaling factor, then linear ramp threshold function g"! (a) is defined
as
1
-1
a <-'Y

1

1

'Y -

'Y

-- < a <-

g"! (a) ==

1
'Y-

- <a

1

Sigmoid function
Definition 3.6 Be'Y vertical scaling factor. Then sigmoid function g"! (a) is defined as
1

g"! (a) = 1 + e-,,!a

Arctangent function
Definition 3.7 Be 'Y vertical scaling factor. Then arctangent function g"! (a) is defined as
g,." (a) = arctan ("fa)
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Figure 3.4: Linear ramp threshold function.
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Figure 3.5: Sigmoid function.

Hyperbolic tangent function
Definition 3.8 Be'Y vertical scaling factor. Then hyperbolic tangent function g'Y (a) is defined as

3.2.4

Layers

A layer is a group of neurons for which all neurons have the same input signals, those signals can
originate from external inputs, outputs of another layer or a combination of both [32]. Usually all
neurons in the same layer have the same transfer function, most of the time this also applies for
all layers. Because signals propagate from one layer to another, the connections between neurons
in these layers are represented by weights. To group these weights, a matrix as seen in notion 3.1
is used.
Notation 3.1 Weight matrix between layer k - 1 and layer k is notated as

W

k

W~l

W~2

W~l

W~2

k
W mk1

k
W mk2

=

Again there are notations for activation signals and the neuron's output signals, as seen in
notation 3.2 and notation 3.3.
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Figure 3.6: Arctangent function.

Figure 3.7: Hyperbolic tangent function.

Notation 3.2 Activation vector of layer k is notated as

Notation 3.3 Output vector of layer k is notated as

If these are applied to an entire layer, the following equations can be written.
(3.1)

(3.2)

mk

represents the number of neurons in layer k. A
As seen in definition 3.2 and definition 3.3,
neural network has always at least one layer with neurons, the output layer, and one input layer.
This input layer does not consist of neurons but of input nodes with each one input, representing
a neural network's external input, usually with a linear ramp threshold function. The number of
inputs to the neural network hence is mO. Each consecutive layer will therefore have m k neurons
for it is the k th layer. Note that in these contemplations the bias of the neuron is not directly
taken into account. This is corrected by presenting each neuron in each layer with one extra input
signal that does not originate from the previous layer. The value of this signal is, as described
before, simply set to a constant value. See again figure 3.2 for a neural network with its layers.
A neural network with two layers of neurons, of which one is the output layer, will be called
a one hidden layer neural network. The output layer is always present, hence the topology is
notated with the number of hidden layers. This number indicates the complexity of problems that
can be handled by that neural network. With a minimum of one hidden layer all possible binary
combinations of separate input subspaces can be linked to the networks function. At least two
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hidden layers are necessary to realise every possible classification with a neural network. One or no
hidden layers incorporate a certain restriction of the neural network for the problems complexity.
For example a simple function as an XOR is not possible with a no hidden layer neural network.
It just cannot handle this complexity as a one or more hidden layer neural network can. To realise
every possible non binary classification, at least two hidden layers are necessary [13].

3.2.5

Feed forward neural networks

All main types of feed forward neural networks that are widely used in load forecasting will be
discussed here. These are the simple perceptron, the multi layer perceptron and the radial basis
neural network. All are discussed with their own characteristics but all specially suited to be static
models, hence all dynamics will have to be incorporated in the inputs.
Simple perceptron

A neural network with an input layer and only one layer with neurons, here the output layer, is
called a simple perceptron (SP) [13, 27], an example is in figure 3.8. This type of feed forward
neural networks has a limited range of applications, it can only be used for fairly simple problems.
This is because results of the first and only layer cannot be combined in the output signal, in
contrast to the next type of feed forward neural network.

output layer

•

•

input layer

Figure 3.8: Simple perceptron.

Multi layer perceptron

A multi layer perceptron (MLP) is a neural network with at least one hidden layer is present.
Now results from the first layer can be combined but not to an extend for which all problems can
be handled. Multi perceptrons with at least two hidden layers [13, 17, 37, 32] will not have this
restriction, but that will be too theoretical to discuss here. A lot of problems were thought of that
they could not be realised by a neural network until these type of networks were being used. As
the number of layers and the number of neurons increase, the neural network will be capable of
learning a more complex behaviour. Sometimes it is better to use more hidden layers than two,
just to make it easier for the learning algorithm to learn the network. An example of a multi layer
perceptron is in figure 3.9.
Next are some equations which belong to the neural network in figure 3.9. These equations
are stated here to illustrate the relation between the schematic representation and the definitions
in the previous sections.
(3.3)
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Figure 3.9: Multi layer perceptron.

(3.4)
Radial basis neural network
The radial basis neural network is identical to a simple perceptron or a multi layer perceptron
with only one difference. The first layer of neurons have a radial basis function activation instead
of an activation that is common to the previous two topologies. Although there is basically not a
huge difference, the radial basis function activation provides a different functionality, as described
in section 3.2.2.

3.2.6

Dimensioning layout

One very important thing that has to be mentioned is the next. In layout certain settings of
a neural network, that is the number of hidden neurons and the number of hidden layers, lies
the origin of the phenomena called overdimensioning and underdimensioning. The first concept
concerns supplying the network with an ability to learn far too complex problems with regard to
the problem at hand. All extra capacity will be used to concentrate on the learning data, with the
risk of not generalising enough. The network will learn these specific cases in detail decreasing its
ability to cope with similar real world data.
Underdimensioning occurs when a neural network is not capable of coping with the entire
problem all together. Too little complexity can be handled hence the neural network can only
concentrate on certain features or all features but only within a simple context. For some applications of neural networks there exist some rules of thumb, but there are not many and most of
the time it is just a case of trial and error.

3.3

Learning algorithm

In order to learn a neural network to perform a certain function, its weights are adjusted by a
learning algorithm. In supervised learning, which will be used here, this can be seen that the
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learning algorithm is the teacher and the neural network is the student [18, 32].
Learning in general is divided into three phases. A learn phase, a test phase and a recall phase.
Most of the time the learn phase and test phase are done synchronously and each have their own
data set of input and output patterns.
A phase consists of cycles called epochs. For every epoch the neural network is evaluated for
all learn patterns and adjusted accordingly. After each epoch the neural network is also tested.
Therefore, for each epoch, the performance on the set of learn patterns and on the set of test
patterns is available and stored for later analysis. At the end of the learning phase it is possible
to examine the behaviour of the neural network by means of performance criteria for both the
learn and test data. The performance of the neural network on the learn data hopefully increases
as epochs go by, as is the performance on the test data. The performance for the test data will
always be slightly worse than for the learn data, because the neural network is only adjusted on
how it performs on the learn data. Note that both the learn and the test data are representative
for the problem at hand.
The learning phase is a time consuming one, but the recall phase is not. Then a real world
input patterns is applied to the neural network, resulting in an output pattern. For this, all that
has to be processed is a series of multiplications, additions and some non linear functions. That
is one of the main advantages of a neural network: once it is learned, recall will almost take no
processing at all.
Again, the learning is done so that numerous pairs of known input and output patterns are
applied to the network. The network has to map each instance of this input data to the desired
output data. If the network has an output that is not similar to the desired output, the learning
algorithm adjusts the network's weights according to this error. Therefore the goal of each learning
algorithm is to minimise error over all learning patterns.
In addition to a set with learning patterns, there must also be a set with test data. While
neural networks learn, they eventually will specialise on the learning set and not specialise to the
problem in general. This is checked by the use of test data to see how the neural network acts
on data it has not seen before. To prevent overlearning or overfitting as in figure 3.10, during
learning the error on the test set is monitored. While the error on the learning set decreases, this
will also be for the test until a certain point. At that point the network is at its best, further
learning will increase the error in the test set and thus decrease the generalisation property of the
network. The neural network will become a sort of look up table for all learning data [12].
error

test set
optimum

epochs
Figure 3.10: An example of overlearning of a neural network.
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3.3.1

Global mlDlmum versus local minimum

Gradient descent learning algorithms, which are widely used, work according to the following
strategy [37, 27J. Over and over again, the algorithm adjusts the weights of the neural network
so that the error over all learning data reduces. The algorithm will stop if it finds itself in a local
minimum from which it cannot escape. In figure 3.11, there is an example of some local minima
and a global minima for the error which is plotted as a function of the weight space. Note that
the weight space here is reduced to one dimension.
error

local minimum

global minimum

weight space
Figure 3.11: Examples of an error landscape with a global minimum and local minima.
Any point in this error landscape represents certain weight setting responsible for this particular
error. A way of imagining a gradient descent algorithm is that, from a certain random start point
in this error landscape, a journey is started moving the neural network through the weight space
in such a way that the path taken in the error landscape travels downwards, thus gradually
descending to a minimum. This journey is, of course, guided by the learning algorithm. However
it is not said that this finally reached minimum is the global minimum because the algorithm only
acts on its direct surroundings thus it cannot find this.
Other learning algorithms that act on small but sometimes also large random updates of the
weights can escape these pitfalls of local minima. Since random processes can sometimes generate
excessively large weight updates, these can move the neural network weights to a place nearer a
more global minimum. For gradient descent there are also ways for escaping local minima: more
on this in section 3.4.

3.3.2

Error functions

An error function returns a value of how well the networks output approximates the desired output.
If there is no difference between these two patterns, the value of the error function will equal zero.
This function is used to locate the neural network, of course by its weights, in the error landscape.
The most common error function, used in error back propagation, is the root mean square
error as seen in definition 3.9. For some other learning algorithms it is not that important what
the error's power is as long as it is an even number, so that all errors are positive values.

Definition 3.9 Be of'P output of neuron j in layer K (i. e. output of output neuron j) for pattern
p, and d~ desired output of output neuron j for pattern p. Then error
of output neuron j for
pattern p is defined as

Ef
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A more overall error is given in definition 3.10, where the average system error can be seen. It
is very suitable to compare neural networks of different topologies.
Definition 3.10 Be E% error of output neuron j for pattern p, P total number of patterns, and
m K number of output neurons. Then average system error E is defined as

3.3.3

Batch update versus pattern update

In for example error back propagation, after each pattern that is presented and fed through the
neural network, weight updates are processed. It is possible to apply these updates to the weights
each time they are processed. These updates can vary a lot from pattern to pattern. Therefore,
these updates can at one moment guide weights in a certain direction, but will do almost the
opposite for another totally different pattern. This way of updating weights is called pattern
update. For this reason it is not widely used and on top of that it is more time consuming.
Another way of updating weights is by means of batch update. In this case weight updates
are accumulated until all patterns processed, that is for all patterns in one epoch, only then the
actual update takes place. Now less processing time is needed since only once the weight update
operation is performed for each epoch, instead of for all pattern within each epoch. Secondly, for
this is the most important reason, the weight updates guide weights into a more general direction
towards better performance compared to chose a direction only suitable for a particular pattern.
This is therefore widely used and is also known as epoch update or cumulative update. One can
always assume that batch update is used unless mentioned otherwise.

3.3.4

Initial weights

While a learning algorithm is running, it operates by adjusting weights partly on the basis of
previous weights. But for the first iteration it has to have previous, here initial, weights that
cannot be set by the algorithm. Therefore weights have to be set with initial values originating
from a random generator which only has to obey one or two restrictions, depending on the learning
algorithm.
Since the goal is to have weights converting to certain values so that system error becomes
minimal, it is inefficient to initialise weights to a relative large value, for example 0.9. Because
it is possible that this particular weight is going to converge towards -0.9, such initialisation can
result in unnecessary processing time compared to initialisation around O. Hence the most neutral
initialisation is to have uniformly distributed random values in a small interval around 0, typical
interval is [-0.1,0.1] [22].
This directly leads to the second restriction that prohibits to use 0 as initial weight. As
described above, algorithms use previous weights in order to calculate weight updates. Therefore
initialisation to 0 is sometimes not an option for this is blocking the algorithm of using information
from previous weights. If an algorithm processes this information through means of a multiply
operation, such as in back propagation, will produce new weights never leaving O.

3.3.5

Error back propagation

The algorithm discussed here is called error back propagation, also known as the delta rule [18]. It
is an supervised learning algorithm that employs gradient descent [20, 13, 14,8]. It is an algorithm
that searches locally to a point in the weights space where those weights result in a error that is
smaller than the current error. The process of error back propagation alters weights according
to the error made by the neuron connected to that weight. It starts at the output layer and
alters firstly the weights of that layer. Then the error for the previous layer is determined and
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the weights of that layer are adjusted. This process is propagating the error backwards, layer by
layer, and on its way altering all weights.
The way weights are altered is done according to the following. Each weight influences the
output of its neuron. The error for a certain neuron has to be known and the derivative of that
neurons output to the weight to alter. The derivative will indicate how the output will respond
to minor changes of the weight. Together with the error it is now possible to alter that weight in
such a way to slightly decrease the error for that neuron.
This step is repeated several times for all patterns and epochs until a local minimum is found
at which the error is minimal. This is done by adapting the weights according to the error gradient
as seen below. This equation indicates in what direction a weight should be altered in order to
reduce the error as described above. In order to evaluate this equation it is necessary that the
transfer function has a first derivative.
A
k
I....l.Wj;

=

8EP

(3.5)

-'f}-_J

8wj;

Here 'f} stands for learning speed, a scalar that ensures that steps taken are not too drastic. The
entire process is described in detail in algorithm 3.1 and figure 3.12 is a schematic representation
of it.

do all
updates

1-----------1

yes

no

process
weigt updates
for this pattern

Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the error back propagation algorithm.

Disadvantages here are that learning speed, initial weights and topology have to be set such that
the learning results in converging weights, in other words that the error minimises. The problem
here is, and also for many other learning algorithms, that there are no rules for determining this.
Some rules of thumb exist but only for specific applications. Therefore trial and error will usually
lead to appropriate values.
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Algorithm 3.1 Error back propagation
InitialiseWeights
for all epochs

{

t:J.w7iP [t]

InitialiseWeightUpdates
for all patterns

= 0

{
for all inputs
ApplyPattern
for all layers
for all neurons
ProcessNeuronDuput
ProcessPatternError EP
for all layers
for all neurons

oJ [t]

{
ProcessNeuronAdjustment:
if neuron is output neuron

67'p [t]

=

(of'p I:t] -

d; [t]) l' (a7'p [t])

else

67'p [t]

t;

mCk+l)

=
(

6~+1,p [t] W~+l,P [t]

for all weights
ProcessWeightUpdate

)

l' ( a7'P [t])

t:J.w7l [t] = t:J.w7t [t -

1]

+ 1]67'p [t] o~'P [t]

}

}
for all layers
for all neurons
for all weights
ProcessWeight wj; [t] = wji [t if AverageSystemError E < E t then
exit

l] + t:J.WJi [t] + at:J.wji [t - 1]

}
Error back propagation will be used for it is proven that it can result in a well learned useful
neural network for these and other applications. As a second reason it is used in order to have a
reference for the performance of other learning algorithms.

3.3.6

Random search learning

Compared to the previous algorithm, this one has no mechanism that directly adapts weights. A
random adaption is done for all weights and only when the error improves will these new weights
take effect [13, 28]. Otherwise the previous weights will be restored and a new set of updates
is evaluated. In algorithm 3.2 this is all explained more formally. In figure 3.13 is a schematic
representation of this algorithm.
Algorithm 3.2 random search learning
InitialiseWeightMatrices VV k [0]
InitialiseVariance var(O)
ProcessPatterns
ProcessAverigeSystemError E [0]
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Figure 3.13: Schematic representation of the random search algorithm.

for all epochs t

{
CopyWeightMatrices W~ I:t] = W k [t]
ProcessRandomMatrices R k [t] with rji [t] EN (0, var (t))
UpdateWeightMatrices wji I:t] = wji [t - 1] + rji [t]
ProcessPatterns
ProcessAverigeSystemError E [t]
if AverageSystemError E < E: then

exit
if E [t] > E [t - 1] then
RestoreWeightMatrices W

k

[t]

= W~ [t]

}
The best reasons for using this learning algorithm is that it always converges to the global
minimum in theory. Of course this will take too much processing time, but with a fair amount
of processing a good performing neural network will be the result of this algorithm. Unlike error
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back propagation with momentum, it is impossible for the error to increase because only weight
settings resulting in a smaller error will be accepted.
The random generator, which can have a Gaussian distribution, can be responsible for large
weight updates. If for example the network has arrived at a local minimum, these large updates
can result in an escape from this minimum toward a more global minimum. Hence the algorithm
is not globally convergent but more global than for example error back propagation. Of course,
this is a very time consuming and not too intelligent algorithm.
Note that the algorithm is no longer globally convergent if the a random generator used has a
uniform distribution. Now only updates within the allowed interval can occur making it impossible
to escape from local minima that require larger updates.

3.3.7

Simulated annealing

This is also a stochastic learning algorithm that does random weight updates. This laerning
process is an analogy with the annealing process in chemics. The temperature represents the
amount of change that is allowed within the material, here the weights of the neural network. The
stress in the material is a metaphor for the error of the neural network. Like the real annealing
process, the goal is to minimise stress for a decreasing temperature.
Hence, the algorithm processes stress by means of tlE [t] = E [t] - E [t - 1] and a steadily
decreasing temperature T ttl. From these, a probability is processed by which is decided if the
entire set of updates will be accepted as new weights. If they are not accepted, then the old
weights will be restored [13, 37, 27].
As temperature is high in the beginning of the learning phase, updates both bad and good will
be accepted easily with a preference for good updates. As temperature decreases as a function
of time, the acceptance probability will depend more and more on the error improvement. With
temperature also variance for generating random updated decreases as a function of time. Toward
the end of the learning, variance will be low and therefore no large steps can be taken by the
algorithm any more. This in contrast with the beginning of the learning phase where besides large
updates are generated, the are even easily accepted due to the high temperature. In figure 3.14
temperature and variance are presented as a function of time.

T[O]

--- ---

---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 3.14: Temperature and variance as used in simulated annealing algorithm.

Setting the initial temperature influences how the temperature and variance function behave.
A high initial temperature will result, in the beginning of the learning phase, in a lot of noise in the
weights space. Therefore weights can more easy change, probably yielding a better performance.
But a small temperature is responsible for a smaller acceptance of new weights. The art is to
gradually reduce the temperature in such a way that there is a high temperature in the beginning
of the process, navigating the weights into a general direction towards a minimum. Then, at the
right moment, the temperature should decrease, allowing only fine tuning of the weights.
A pseudo code description of simulated annealing is in algorithm 3.3. Although this algorithm
is fairly simple, it is hard to find initial variance, temperature which result in fast converging
learning. In figure 3.15 is a schematic representation of this algorithm.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic representation of the simulated annealing algorithm.

Algorithm 3.3 simulated annealing
RandomlnitialiseWeightMatrices VV k [0]
SetMaxError E
SetInit ialTemperature T [0]
SetlnitialVariance var [0] = In (1

+~)

SetMaxEpochs t max
ProcessPatterns
ProcessPatterns
ProcessAverigeSystemError E [0]
for all epochs t

{
CopyWeightMatrices VV~ I:t] = VV [t]
ProcessRandomMatrices R k [t] with
k
UpdateWeightMatrices VV [t] = VV k
ProcessPatterns
k

rji [t]

E N (0, var

[t] + R k [t]
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[tD

ProcessAverigeSystemError E [t]
if AverageSystemError E I:t] < c then

exit
EvaluateError 6.E = E

I:t] -

E [t - 1]

ProcessAcceptance Pr {accept}

=

if NotAccepted then
RestoreWeightMatrices W
UpdateTemperature T [t

+ 1]

k

=

1
L>E

1 + e"""'T

= W~ [t]

[t]

~ [0]

)

In 2 + t
T [t +
UpdateVariance var [t + 1] = In ( 1 +
2
IncrementEpochs t = t

1])

+1

}
This algorithm, compared to random search, is somewhat more intelligent for it controls the
variance of the random generator continuously according a cooling schedule. Therefore allowing
for more excessive weight updates in the beginning than in the end. At that point this allows for
more fine tuning of the weights in stead of still trying to escape local minima by making large
weight updates. If, at the end of the learning phase, only one weight is updated too large, as no
cooling schedule is used, the entire attempt to improve performance will fail. For this reason it is
interesting to investigate a cooling schedule controlling the random generator.

3.3.8

Alopex

Alopex is a stochastic learning algorithm developed for hardware implementation [13]. The distinction between alopex and common stochastic learning algorithms is that previous weights are
not kept in memory and that there is no possibility of restoring them. Hence less storage facility
is required. For the complete alopex learning algorithm, see algorithm 3.4. In figure 3.16 is a
schematic representation of this algorithm.

Algorithm 3.4 alopex
RandomlnitialiseWeightMatrices W k [0]
RandomlnitialiseSignMatrices B k [0] with
SetStepsize 8
SetMaxError c
SetlnitialTemperature T
SetTemperatureHistory ]V
SetMaxEpochs t max
ProcessPatterns
ProcessAverigeSystemError E [0]
for all epochs t

b1i [0]

E {-I, I}

{
UpdateWeightMatrices wk.
[t] = wk. [t - 1]
)1.)1
ProcessPatterns
ProcessAverigeSystemError E [t]
if AverageSystemError E [t] < c then

+ 8b)1.k [t]

exit
EvaluateError 6.E [t] = E [t] - E [t - 1]
if epochs t ~ ]V
1 N-I
ProcessTemperature T = ]V
6.E [t - n]

L

n=O

UpdateSignMatrices Pr

(bJi [t + 1] = -bJi [tl) =
25

1
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Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of the alopex algorithm.

IncrementEpochs t

= t +1

}
The algorithm performs a random update of all weights with a fixed step. The signs of these
steps can be adjusted by the algorithm according the difference in error with the previous weight
settings and a certain temperature. This is done on the basis of a probabilility function that
depends on the latest error update tlE and a temperature T. The temperature represents the
average error update over the recent past of N epochs, as seen in the algorithm above. This
temperature controls the amount of change for each update, just like temperature in simulated
annealing but in a somewhat different way. In figure 3.17 is the probability function for a range
of T and tlE. The general idea of this algorithm is explained according this figure.
If there is a certain positive temperature and the error update is positive (Le. the error
increases) the probability for changing signs will be relatively high. This is because the updating
of weights is suddenly going into another direction decreasing the neural network's performance.
Therefore a high probability for changing the signs will quickly take the updating into another
direction hopefully decreasing the error again.
Here two situations can be distinguished. If the temperature is high (the latest updates are
successful), then the neural network still inhabits a lot of errors, this will lead to a less high
probability for changing signs than when temperature is low (the latest updates are not that
successful). There, the network has a little error hence a positive update of the error is even more
unwelcome then with a high temperature. Hence resulting in a very high probability for changing
signs, quickly escaping the current path taken.
If for a certain temperature the error update is negative, this will result only in a high update
probability for high temperatures. For low temperatures, thus when the neural network has a
good performance, negative error updates are very welcome. This will only increase performance
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and for that reason the probability that signs change is kept low. In table 3.1 is the interpretation
of these variables clearly stated.
variable
large T

small T
positive !:i.E
negative !:i.E

meaning
performance is decreasing for the latest updates
high probability to change sign matrices
performance is increasing for the latest updates
low probability to change sign matrices
increase of performance
low probability to change sign matrices
decrease of performance
high probability to change sign matrices

Table 3.1: Meaning of alopex variables.

do random
update of
processed r----I~'eights accordin
all epochs?
sign matrices
no

yes
process probability
according performance
and temperature

adjust sign
matrices according
probability

Figure 3.17: Probability function for a range of T and !:i.E used in alopex learning algorithm.

Alopex is actually designed for hardware implementation where it pays of to save on storage
facilities. There are two reason for using alopex in a software simulation where there is not such a
desperate need for storage facility savings. Firstly, it adapts its weights in a slightly different way
compared to i.e. simulated annealing or random search and is therefore interesting to research.
Secondly it may speed up simulation time since operations for storing and restoring previous
weights have made place for specific alopex operations which may require less processing time.
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3.4

Learning algorithm enhancements

There are several strategies to speed up learning or to make learning more efficient or accurate.
The most important and most used ones are explained in this section. Note that not all of these
learning algorithm enhancements are applicable to all learning algorithms.

3.4.1

Adaptive learning speed

Adaptive learning speed will accelerate learning according the following. If system error is decreasing, which means that the path taken at this point is successful, reduce learning speed in order to
concentrate on local conversion towards an optimum. In the case of increase of system error, the
algorithm has updated weights but has done it unsuccessfully. Now, learning speed is increased so
that larger weight updates can be made with the aim to escape this worsened situation towards
weights from which conversion to an optimum is possible.
A formal description of adaptive learning speed is given in definition 3.11, note that setting
minimum and maximum values is necessary to prevent extreme situations.

Definition 3.11 Be E system error, h+ (TJ [tD increase in learning speed, and h_ (TJ [tD decrease
in learning speed. Then adaptive learning speed TJ [t] is defined as

E[t+1]::;E[t]
E [t

+ 1] > E [t]

Here increase and decrease of learning speed can be implemented with all sorts of functions.
Typical functions are (1 ±,X) TJ [t] in [21] or TJ [t] ±,X in [13], or it can even be a direct function of
error as for example TJ

3.4.2

I:t] =

0.001

(~) 2

in [22].

Adaptive range reduction

Stochastic learning algorithms use random generators. Towards the end of the learning process, it
is desireable to have only minor weight updates in order to fine tune the weights. To do this, the
range, standard deviation or variance of the random generator can be reduced automatically. If
the neural network's performance does not improve for a given amount of epochs, then the range
or variance is multiplied by another given factor. Thus reducing range or variance only at the end
of the learning phase. Note that amount of epochs given is not too small, otherwise a reduction
would take place if the neural network is in a local minimum. From this it will then likely never
escape as the reductions will limit the occurence of an update which the neural network needs to
escape this minimum.
A formal description of adaptive range reduction is given in definition 3.12.

Definition 3.12 Be E [t] system error at epoch t, N number of epochs for which no increase in
performace has occured, and r reduction factor. Then adaptive range reduciton 17 [t] is defined as

m[t+:I.]
17[t+1]=

{ 17[t+l]

E [t] = E [t -1] = ... = E [t - N]
otherwise

Typical values for r are between 0.5 and 0.9.

3.4.3

Momentum

When a weight is adjusted not too fast again and again in the same direction, this means that in the
error space at that point there must be a certain slope for which the error minimises very slowly. To
accelerate learning in such a stage, weights can be adjusted according this slope in relatively large
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steps, that is, in the downwards direction of this slope. Most of the times this occurs towards the
end of a learning phase where weights are converging toward their optimal value. The metaphor
of the error landscape can be applied here but the point in the error landscape moving towards
a minimum, will now have a certain mass. Together with the speed of this point a momentum is
created which can accelerate the movement to a local minima.
The second and even more important reason is that if the moving point in the error landscape gains in speed, it is likely to jump out of small local minima where normally it would stop
learning. That place would then be labelled as a place in the weights space for which the error
is minimal. Now that algorithm has a change of probing the error landscape further for an even
better performance.
If the momentum term is added, as in definition 3.13, any weight adjustment will influence the
next update also, navigating weights in a faster way towards an optimum [8, 34]. Typical values
for a usually range between 0 and 1 and depend heavily on the problem at hand.
Definition 3.13 Weight update with momentum is defined as
k

!::l.Wji

3.4.4

8E [t]
[t] = - 1 ] k 8
[ ]
w··
t
J"

k

+ a!::l.Wji [t - 1]

Pocket method

As learning progresses over a period of time, system errors on both learning and test set are
decreasing, until a point that the system error of the test set will start to increase. Then the
neural network is starting to become a look up table for the learning set data. It loses its ability
to generalise for the entire learning set. Therefore is might be helpful to save the weights of the
neural network for each time it finds a better performance on the test data set. If the performance
for the test data starts to increase, the weights for the best neural network so far will still be kept
as the weights of the neural network are continuously altered. In definition 3.14 a pocket method
is used to store the optimum weights.
Definition 3.14 Pocket method is defined as
W*Ji
W *k.. I']
t
J" .

{

wk.

J"

3.4.5

[t - 1]

E [t] ~ E* [t]

=

[t]

E [t] < E* [t]

Pruning

After a neural network has been learned, or even during learning, it is possible to prune neurons or
weights to reduce the network and hence decrease processing time while simulating. This can only
be done with neurons or weights that have only a very minor involvement in the overall operation
of the neural network. An activity criterion for neurons or weights has to set before starting a
pruning procedure.
Note that pruning of weights is only profitable if the neural network's data structure is linked
list based and not array based. Both structures allow for pruning, but in array data structures
this will not lead to less processing time.
If neurons are grouped in layers and all data that is processed has either a vector or a matrix
format, its of no use to prune since it will not increase processing time. The calculation of matrix
vector products is done for every element anyway, omitting certain operation will only result in
extra data and operations for administration.
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Chapter 4

Short term load forecasting
A study was done on recent literature concerning real world applications of short term load forecasting with neural networks. This chapter will give an overview of all items that have to be
considered taking care of when constructing a short term load forecaster with neural networks. It
brings forward a lot of items which are interesting to assess but not all of these are used in this
thesis. Nevertheless they are in this chapter to give a better view of short term load forecasting
in general. Several of these techniques will be used in this thesis but that will be decided later on.
First there will be looked at items concerning load forecasting in general. This is followed by
a section that looks at how neural networks are actually used in real world applications of short
term load forecasting. Then there is a discussion on what data can be valuable for making good
forecasts and to keep the neural network robust. Consequently, performances of some forecasters
are listed to give an impression of the accuracy that can be met. Finally a conclusion is given on
all knowledge that has been acquired from literature and what is discussed here.
Note that all references in this chapter are not exhaustive, many forecasters are built concerning
certain topics but that is not always stated clearly in literature or assumed to be trivial. Therefore
references used are ones that provide interesting information but will not always be the original
or only source on that certain topic.

4.1

Load forecasting in general

All items below, describe short term load forecasting in the most general sense [29, 7, 17]. Of
course the goal of short term load forecasting will be discussed, but also items like the advantages
and disadvantages of neural network in short term load forecasting. This is followed by a quick
view at alternatives to neural network to cope with this problem. Finally the input variables
selection which is necessary in order to make a forecast is discussed.

4.1.1

Goal of short term load forecasting

In real time control of power generation and energy management, short term load forecasting is
a very important procedure. It is used for establishing the utility power operation plan, together
with spinning reserve planning. Significant forecast errors can result in excessively conservative or
excessively risky scheduling, which can cause heavy economic penalties. Large savings of money
and energy can be achieved if accurate load forecasts are used to support these planning and
scheduling.
Thus accurate load forecast provides operators with timely information to operate the system economically. But an error in the forecasted load will result in increased operation costs.
Underprediction of load results in a failure to provide the necessary reserves which translates to
higher costs due to the use of expensive peaking units. Overprediction of load, on the other hand,
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results in an unnecessary increase of reserves and hence operating cost. Consequently, the optimal
solution of generators and power stations is dependent on the accuracy of load forecasting.
In specific, short term load forecasting concerns making forecasts for a few hours up to a few
days ahead. These are of most importance for the above described applications. In order to make
forecasts, a function is to be created that outputs the forecasted load for a moment in the future
when a collection of input data is presented. These inputs consist of variables that are assumed
to incorporate a certain relation with the load to be forecasted. For example, on a cold day very
much district heating will be used. If today is very cold, the next day it will probably also be
cold, hence tomorrow again a lot of load will be required for district heating. Therefore a load
forecaster consists of a function that maps input variables concerned with the current situation
onto an output value representing the forecasted load or a moment in the nearby future.

4.1.2

Performance criteria

In load forecasting, different criteria have been developed to measure the performance of any type
of forecaster. These performance criteria examine how accurate forecasts are and provide the
ability to make a comparison with other forecasters. For typical values see a list of performances
of recent forecasters in section 4.4. In practice many different criteria are used, below are some of
the most common that are of importance for this thesis.
In [4, 33, 1, 5] is the next most used criterion, namely the mean absolute error percentage, also
MAPE as in definition 4.1. This is also used in [20] where it is first calculated for one pattern,
then for a day, like in [9, 34], and finally for all days. It supplies a very meaningful representation
of performance, because performance here depends on the relative error of all patterns.

Definition 4.1 Be P total number of patterns, Lp forecasted load for pattern p, and L p actual
load for pattern p. Then mean absolute percentage error MAPE is defined as

[%]
The second criterion, see definition 4.2, is used in [17, 1] and provides the mean absolute error.
This indicates on how much extra capacity can be expected to be kept in reserve to cope with
forecast errors.

Definition 4.2 Be P total number of patterns, Lp forecasted load for pattern p, and L p actual
load for pattern p. Then mean absolute error MAE is defined as

[MW]
A clear measure of how relevant the mean values are to be taken into account for is standard
deviation, it is used in [4, 5] and is given by definition 4.3. Sometimes it is represented as a
percentage of mean [20].

Definition 4.3 Be P total number of patterns, Lp forecasted load for pattern p, and L p actual
load for pattern p. Then standard deviation a is defined as

[MW]
A combination of these performance criteria together with load data statistics such as peak,
minimum, and maximum loads are necessary to form a conclusion on the overall forecaster performance. If for example only MAPE is considered as a performance criterion for a utility with peak
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load around 50000 MW, a MAPE of 1 % still accounts for errors up to 500 MW. Compared to a
utility with peak load of 5000 MW with identical MAPE, errors are only up to 50 MW for which
less extra capacity is necessary. Therefore, in addition to MAPE, it is preferably to look at MAE
also. Then again, (j allows for certainty analysis on these mean values and to give an inside view
on the error distribution like in [20, 19] for MAPE frequency distribution. Which itself is also an
interesting performance criterion.
Sometimes, if a neural network is learned satisfactory, the probability distribution of the error
is also calculated. The most important features here are that the distribution is symmetrical
and the probability quickly decreases to both sides of the error's mean. If the distribution is not
symmetrical, this means that, in general, all forecasts error's mean has a constant offset. These
features can tell if the neural network is capable of coping with the problems' complexity. If this
is not the case, a more randomly distribution of the error will be more likely.
If a forecasting method is to be judged by its performance, this has to be done for many cases
over a period of several years. In the Netherlands it is virtually impossible to have loss of load,
because the power grid is linked with the UCPTE network. This network connects all national
power grids of mainland Europe except for Scandinavia, Bulgaria, Rumania and the former Soviet
Union. Thus underprediction or overprediction due to forecast errors will result in either importing
or exporting power at non-economic rates.

4.1.3

Disadvantages of neural networks in load forecasting

Note that neural networks have disadvantages, like each of the methods mentioned in the next
section. The major disadvantage is that neural networks are somewhat like a black box. The
learning algorithm adjusts weights of the neurons in a neural network, but what does a particular
weight or neuron exactly? This is a question that in most cases has no answer. All internal and
external data and the functionality of a neural network are distributed over all processing elements.
Therefore, there is not a single element that is responsible for a particular task. However, some
functionality is most of the times vaguely grouped but still hard to point out.
Next is an example of how this distributed functionality is very robust. It is like a human
brain which can function perfectly even though a piece of it has been removed. This is because
the functionality is distributed among all elements. If, on the contrary, an arbitrary piece of
conventional hardware is removed, the functionality will always decrease or disappear at all. In
some cases this is considered an advantage but in computer simulations that do not run on parallel
computers it is not. The changes that a piece of the neural network is suddenly removed is virtually
nil, for that reason the distribution of processing is considered a disadvantage with regard to the
understanding of what internal signals in neural networks represent.

4.1.4

Alternatives to neural networks in load forecasting

There are several alternatives to neural networks for load forecasting referred to in literature.
These with some of their disadvantages are shortly discussed here. To start of with time series
analysis, this can only be used if load profile has stationary behaviour. Since this is not the case
in most applications, it already introduces an error. The following are expert system models such
as fuzzy models, but the problem here is that it is difficult to transform operator knowledge into
heuristic rules, which neural networks do themselves. This is one of the greatest advantages of the
application neural networks to the load forecasting problem. Also pattern recognition models are
used but it is difficult to recognise seasons with these, since pattern recognition is done on daily
load curves. Regression models are also used but these are complicated models that require lots
of processing time [15, 23].
The most popular alternative to neural networks in load forecasting are the Box Jenkins models
which are multiple regression models [9]. These are performing very good but are more and more
out run by better performing neural networks.
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4.1.5

Selection of variables

In most cases, lots of historical data on weather and load is available. These are the primary
variables and contain a lot more information than can be seen first hand. From this data, all sorts
of other information can be extracted in the form of secondary variables by the use of all kind of
statistical methods. Some examples are listed below in table 4.1.
operation
delay
difference
minimum
maximum
mean

secondary variable
load of day d at hour h - 1
difference normal load and holiday load
minimum temperature of day d
maximum load of day d
mean load for the last x days

notation
L[d,h-l]

[dJ
L max [dJ

Tmin

L mean [d, d - x]

Table 4.1: Examples of secondary variables.
There are no good general rules to select variables that may carry vital information for good
load forecasting, from this massive amount of different possible input variables [31]. These are hard
to develop since every case is a unique problem itself, especially in terms of weather dependencies.
For example, if a lot of air conditioning is switched on in an area with a very hot climate, utilities
have to cope with cooling load peaks which depend heavily on high temperatures and relative
humidity. In contrast is a utility in a very cold climate where electrical heating is responsible for
much of the systems peak load. Here low temperatures and wind speed will be of more significance.
Talking to operators and engineers at power plants and power utilities is one way of getting
essential variables. They have accumulated a lot of experience over the years. Another is the use
of the autocorrelation function which will be discussed next.
If for all primary variables correlation with load that is to be forecasted is processed, a first
selection can be made among the variables. Variables that do not correlate with the signal to
be forecast will not have a significant contribution to the forecast. Then, previously summarised
statistical methods can be utilised to produce secondary variables and for those the correlation is
also processed. An example is the delay operation where in [5, 4] plots are made of load of the
current moment and for the next days, as L [d, h] versus L [d, h + 12], L [d + 1, h], or L [d + 2, h].
After selecting interesting secondary variables, it is possible that the same information is
contained in more than one variables. For example, a variable that is positive and its square can
in some cases hold much of the same information. These can be detected by again processing
autocorrelation function, but now between all selected variables. In practice this will yield an
insight in the relations between the variables, but experience and trial and error [31] are of most
value.
An automated way of trial and error, also used by mother nature, is finding a selection of
variables by means of genetic algorithms [30].
Input contribution

This is a method widely used for determining how efficient the current input variable selection
is. For getting a sort of inside view into a neural network, it is possible to calculate the input
contribution, as seen in definition 4.4. This reflects the contribution of each input to the first layer
by means of its weights. If an input is of not much contribution to the networks performance, it
will usually have small weights with the first layer compared to weights of other inputs [22].
Definition 4.4 Be m 1 number of neurons in layer one, and W]i weights between input i and input
of neuron j of layer one. Then input contribution of Gi is defined as
m,1

L

IIGil1

j=l
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Note that due to next layers, it is possible that a weight that has no large contribution still
has a large influence because of the weights for that layer. It can also be possible for an input
with a small contribution compared to another input, that it has all very small weights except for
a certain neuron in the first layer and that the other input has all large weights except for that
neuron. In such a way this input with a small contribution, still manages to contribute to the
next layers through this particular neuron. This is a typical example where the neural network
internal functionality can be seen as no more than a black box.

4.2

Load forecasting with neural networks

Neural networks do not rely on human experience but attempt to learn by themselves the functional
relationship between inputs and outputs through a learning process. Initially the neural network
is learned by being presented sequences of known historical input output patterns from which it
adjusts itself accordingly. After learning, the neural network is only presented with inputs and its
gives the forecasted load as output.
For the application in load forecasting not all neural network topologies and learning algorithms are suitable. Doing numerical forecasts concerns floating points, thus binary output neural
networks such as simple binary feed forward classifiers or Hopfield networks are not equipped for
this task and will therefore not be discussed. Because the desired output patterns are known,
supervised learning is the most efficient way to learn the neural networks.
A totally different type of neural network topologies and learning algorithms are unsupervised
clustering networks such as Kohonen or follow the leader. These are not suitable for making
forecasts but for input variable classification, see [10, 7, 29].

4.2.1

Neural network structure

Several different neural network structures can be used for load forecasting. There can be a single
neural network for all days of the week [1], or seven different neural networks, each for a single day
of the week. Disadvantage here is that fewer data is available, so that data of more prior years
has to be used, which is of course of less relevance to the current situation.
In [39, 16] cascades of neural networks are used, for example one to forecast temperature that
is in its term fed into a second network that forecasts load [16]. Even a cascade neural network can
be learned to forecast the error of the initial neural network that makes the load forecast [5,4]. By
adding the forecasted load with the forecasted error, this is a sort of error compensation. It may
sound odd, but this can really improve performance. Since learning of the initial neural network is
very complex, it is possible that during that phase not all things can be taken into account because
of the generalisation characteristic of the neural network. Therefore learning an error forecaster,
that has its own topology, learning algorithm and selection of input variables such as previously
made errors, can increase performance.
In [26] different networks are used for four seasons, warm front days, cold front days, and,
holidays with each forecaster having a different number of input, only those applicable to that
period.

4.2.2

Neural network topology

In almost all applications a feed forward topology was used, only a few used radial basis or recurrent
neural networks. The big difference between these is that feed forward [38, 9] and radial basis [6]
neural networks are best suited for static models as recurrent networks are specially learned for
dynamic models [36, 34]. The following supervised learning algorithms have been encountered in
literature on short term load forecasting:
• feed forward
- multi layer perceptron
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- radial basis network
• feed backward
- recurrent network
The objectives for these neural networks are usually not very different. [31] does one day
prediction at a time. As the day goes by, the forecast is adapted with available data at that point.
But usually, as in [9], each day a neural network with 24 outputs forecasts the entire next day. In
[24], each hour a forecast is made for 24 hours ahead.
N umber of hidden layers and hidden neurons

To determine the optimum number of hidden neurons for a specific case, no general rules exist.
Trial and error methods were used by [1] in which mostly the learning time was affected and did
not improve the forecasting accuracy significantly. In [30] genetic algorithms were proposed to
handle this problem. These are time consuming methods for finding optimal configuration. For
other applications of neural networks, such as character recognition, there are some rules of thumb
but for load forecasting there are virtually none.
This holds also for the number of hidden layers, these seldom improve performance according
to [30] when genetic algorithms are used for optimising these.
A short overview will indicate that a lot of researchers use one hidden layer neural network
[21, 5, 4, 30, 1, 26]. Only some other configurations as a one and two layer radial basis network
in [30] with even a one layer version has a growing number of hidden neurons during learning to
achieve an optimal configuration.
Transfer function

To divide a certain space into several sub spaces, a transfer function is used in neural networks. For
example, an output can be 1 if the input is in a sub space, or 0 if the input is not in that sub space.
By using non linear functions, that are continuous and have horizontal asymptotes, a transition
area arises in which no hard statement is made about the membership of that particular input to
that sub space. The most commonly used transfer function is the sigmoid function [31, 24], others
like the hyperbolic tangent [20, 24] and the radial basis function (Gauss function) are also used.

4.2.3

Learning algorithms

In practice, not many different neural networks are being used. Back propagation is almost
becoming to be a cliche for that matter.
Therefore, the most popular is error back propagation and is used in for example [24, 30, 20, 9].
Many use it with the momentum, but [21] also uses it with adaptive learning speed. An example
of radial basis neural network is in [30], but these are not often used. Stochastic algorithms are
never used, only referred to as a possibility.

4.3

Load forecast dependencies with input variables

Three different types of input variables can be identified for making short term load forecasts.
First load dependencies will be discussed, followed by seasonal dependencies and finally weather
dependencies. These three groups are somewhat overlapping. For example during the hours
02:00 and 04:00 it is dark outside, therefore there will be an increase in light load, but a variable
representing the day light also incorporates this information. The same goes for a certain degree
for average temperature over a week and day of the year.
This is one way of naming these variables but there are many alternatives. Also note that here
previous days include current day and that current day is defined as the forecast day.
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4.3.1

Load dependencies

Historical load dependencies

When using hour of the day, day of the week, or day of the year, very important trends can be
captured. Most of these trends, like the daily and weekly one, can vary from time to time by
having some bias due to external influences as the weather. This can be fed into the network by
means of weather variables but also by historical loads of one hour ago, 23 hours ago, etcetera.
Besides weather also other influences are captured. If for example a large industrial site is in
heavy production, then for a great part that day the hourly load will be increased. According to
load at one hour ago these influences can be taken into account.
Also more complex operations than just delay are applicable to this input variable. For example
average peak load of last week can be used [31]. This variable attempts to capture the load trend
over the recent past.
Day type dependencies

A distinction can be made between fixed or movable holidays [l]. First of all, fixed holidays are
always on the same date each year. Whereas movable holidays are ones like Easter, always on the
same day of the week. In general all holidays are somewhat like a Sunday, they have less load than
the rest of the week. But the main problem here is that fixed holidays influence the previous or
preceding days. If for example Christmas is on a Tuesday, many people will take the Monday off
resulting in less load for that day also. These days shift one day forward each year and two days
for a leap year. Therefore it is hard to learn a neural network for these situations since usually no
more than a few years are relevant enough to use as learn data, see section 4.3.1.
Here, three methods can be used, the first one is to learn another neural network specially for
holidays and weekends. The second one is to learn for only normal days and to subtract a mean
difference between holidays and normal days concerning that time of year or those particular days
of the year.
Lholiday

=

Lnormal -

L mean

difference

(4.1)

Note that for special days, there is significantly less data available. To overcome this problem,
it is possible to use data of previous years. For example the 2 previous year are used for learning
the neural network and the previous 5 year for calculating this mean difference. Thirdly, it is also
possible to feed the neural network with an extra input indicating what kind of day it is.
Kohonen classification is used to determine which days behave differently as to normal days
and grouping them in several classes. Days with somewhat the same behaviour, for example first
and second Christmas day, are then classified as identical but different as to a normal working
day. This can result in less classes of than would be by simple putting each special day or holiday
in different class.
Annual load growth ratio

Over past years, the number of consumers has increased and their individual consumption as well,
with a subsequent increase in system load. In order to keep the uniformity in the learning data,
the out dated loads can be converted into a present value.
There are two methods of computing this growth [26]. First, by taking a flat growth rate, say
3 % or 4 % over the previous year (typical value for The Netherlands is 3 %). This means that if
we were to convert the load of 1987 into present-value load of 1989, we will multiply the load of
1987 by 1.0816 for the case of 4 % flat growth ratio. If there is a lot of growth in households, then
the the increase of load will be only for specific hours of the day. A disadvantage of this correction
is that all hours of the day are adjusted equally but not how they should be corrected.
The same effect occurs when there is an increase in industry, that will mainly be responsible
for an extra increase during working hours. Therefore load has to be coupled to another variable
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such as hour of the day of a certain temperature range, a sort of reference variable. An example
of this will be discussed now.
Another method to compute the load growth is based on temperature ranges. For the temperature of 13° C to 30° C, the occurrence of load for every two degree within this range is considered
for each year. Then the average of each year is calculated. The ratios are calculated based on
these averages using the equation in definition 4.5. Note that not all load depends on temperature
and that this is just an example.

Definition 4.5 Be L mean [x, y - 1] mean load for reference variable which can be hour, temperature, or a combination of several variables, and with y reference year. Then annual load growth
ratio ALGR [x, y] is defined as
ALGR [x, y] = L mean [x, y - 1]
.
L mean [x, y]
The procedure is applied to all the 24 hours. This methods takes into account the variation in
load in different seasons. This method was implemented because it gave consistent growth ratio
for all the hours and yielded better results.

4.3.2

Seasonal dependencies

Seasonal changes influence load, these take place on a yearly basis and have therefore a very slow
trend compared to daily trends. These can lead to winter or summer peaks, depending on the
case at hand, and therefore have to be taken into account.
For that reason, some implementations have an extra input for distinguishing seasons [16].
Some have different forecasters altogether for different seasons or even different forecasters for
cold and warm front days [26]. Seasonal information can also introduced by the use of date in
certain transformed presentation.
Thus seasonal load trend is the load component that is changing slowly from month to month.
This component reflects seasonal load variations caused by cooling load, heating load and light
load over one year period. Summarised below are possible solutions to cope with the problem of
seasons.
• input that indicates season
• different forecasters for each season
• transformation of day and hour on unity circle
• relearn regularly to adjust neural network for current season

Transformation of day and hour
The day of the year, day of the week or and hour of the day cannot be represented on a linear
interval ranging for example from -1 to 1, because for example the transition of December to
January will not be of the same magnitude as that of January to February. To have the two ends
of the interval meet for a smooth transition from December to January, a cyclic interval is used.
In order represent the data on this cyclic interval, transformation with sine and cosine is utilised.
Now all possible days with hours are mapped on a circle. Sufficient input to the neural network
for a certain point on this circle is simply the output of sine and cosine [16, 31, 17, 3].
In figure 4.1 the result of a transformation of a linear interval into a cyclic interval is seen.
Here the beginning and the end of the interval meet in the cyclic interval because of the periodic
sine and cosine. This is not the case for the linear interval. Still each possible combination of the
sine and cosine signals correspond uniquely with a point in the linear interval.
Note that there is no loss of accuracy due to this transformation. At times that sine is steep,
it is accurate compared to cosine that is flat at that point and vice versa.
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: begin of interval

Figure 4.1: Transformation of a linear interval into a cyclic interval by means of sine and cosine.

4.3.3

Adaptive mechanisms

In [l] every month and every day a relearning of the network takes place. In [26] this is done
on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. A condition for doing this is that all learning has to be
automated, which can be a problem some times when dealing with inconsistent data or missing
values. Below the method used in previously named reference is explained in a detailed way to
indicate what has to be taken into account for doing this.

Daily adapt ion
The weights obtained from the conventional network are used as the initial weights of the adaptive
network. The first day is forecasted with these weights. For the second day's forecast, the first day
is adapted by giving a few iterations with the new data and allowing the weights to change with
some constraints on errors. Before making the actual forecast, some refinement and enhancement
is done. This refinement is only for forecasting and in no way effects the adaption of the new data.
Data with characteristics similar to the day being forecasted is collected from the learning space.
These data are combined with the data from the previous five days from the day of the forecast,
to form a sub-learning set. This subset consists of data with temperature conditions similar to
the day being forecasted.
The next distance measure is used for finding data with similar characteristics. Let x represent
the input vector, let the learning set be represented by x k where k=l, .. ,N. The distance d between
the input vector x and xi in x k is given by the Euclidean distance
n

d(x, xi) =

~)xf -

Xi)2

(4.2)

i=1

The network is given a few iterations with the sub-learning set and the weights are allowed to
change. A forecast is then made with the new weights. This forecast is the enhanced forecast.
When the forecast is made, the weights are discarded and only the weights obtained after iterating
with the actual data of the previous day is kept for future forecasts.

Monthly adaption
One thing that has been observed in the previous method is that continuous adaptive learning
results in memorisation. To avoid this, instead of taking the last set of weights reached at the end
of a months within a season, the set of weights at the beginning of the month is taken.
For example, the starting month in summer is April. For adaptive forecast, every day in April
is forecasted after adapting with the previous day plus the enhancement. The weights obtained at
the end of April with adaption are discarded. To forecast May, the entire data of April is put in
the learning set and with initial weights the same as before adaption, (i.e. obtained after off-line
learning), the network is relearned. The weights thus obtained serve as the initial weights of May.
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Weekly adapt ion

Both of the before mentioned adaption methods are used for day types that are very common like
week days. For rare day types such as weekend day types can be adapted on a weekly basis. This
is done by putting the new data in the learning set and retaining to obtain a new set of weights.
Since the learning sets of weekends and Mondays are not large, this adaption can be done in a
short time. For other special days such as cold fronts, warm fronts and holidays, the adaption is
yearly.

4.3.4

Weather dependencies

All sorts of different weather variables can be used for load forecasting. The relation between
these variables and the actual load, is very case depend. If load is to be forecasted for Hong Kong
Island [5, 4], besides temperature shall relative humidity directly affect air conditioning load. But
in the case of the Greek Power System [1]' relative humidity is not taken into account for, because
temperature is far more relevant. Hence these are also examples of cases that have a summer
peak. Other cases with severe winters will also have a winter peak [24J and have other weather
dependencies all together.
Note that for the following variables, forecasts can be made by a separate neural network or can
be supplied externally by a weather station [1, 5,4,24,31]. If for example a temperature forecaster
is implemented in a separate neural network and applied to the load forecast neural network [39],
a cascade of neural networks is formed when using its output as input for load forecasting. It is
probable that if no forecasted variables are used, a neural network implicitly uses its own internal
forecasts in an untraceable way.
24 hourly temperatures

Since temperature is usually a dominant weather variable, it is used in many forms for several
different cases. In short term load forecasting, forecasts are usually made each hour for the next
day. For that reason some cases use 24 hourly temperatures of the current day or several days
previous to it [4, 5, 24, 30, 8J. This is given in definition 4.6.
Definition 4.6 Be d current day, and hour h E {I, 2, ... , 24}. Then hourly temperature current
day is defined as T [d, hJ.
Definition 4.7 Be d current day, and hour hE {I, 2, ... , 24}. Then hourly temperature forecast
next day is defined as t [d + 1, hJ.
If accurate weather forecast is available, hourly temperatures for the next day can be fed into
the neural network [24, 30] as in definition 4.7.
Daily minimum and maximum temperature

Besides temperature as a variable also its minimum [4, 5, 9, 20, 1, 9, 30], as in definition 4.8, is
used in a lot of instances as well as its maximum [4, 5, 9, 20, 1, 9, 30, 31, 8] seen in definition 4.9.
Both for current day or earlier.
Definition 4.8 Be d current day and h hour. Then minimum temperature previous days T min [d - X]
is defined as
T min [d - X] = (..!- T [d - X, h] : 1 :S h :S 24 : T [d - x, h])
Definition 4.9 Be d current day and h hour. Then maximum temperature previous day T min [d - x]
is defined as
T max [d - x] = (tT [d - x, h] : 1 :S h :S 24: T [d - x, h])

Also daily mlmmum and daily maximum temperatures are used as in definition 4.10 and
definition 4.11.
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Definition 4.10 Be d current day. Then minimum temperature forecast next day T min [d + 1] is
defined as Tmin [d + 1]
Definition 4.11 Be d current day. Then maximum temperature forecast next day T max [d
defined as Tmax [d + 1]

+ 1]

is

Daily mean temperature

Daily mean temperature gives also seasonal information. For a day in winter, mean temperature
is low compared to a day in summer. In most of the times this variable is used, mean temperature
of the current day, as in definition 4.12, is used in [4, 5, 9]. Sometimes that of 1 or more days
previous to the current day are used [24]. Even of one week before next day [33], this will contained
information about weekly trends.
Definition 4.12 Be T [d - x, h] temperature at hour h on x ~ 0 days previous to current day.
Then daily mean temperature x days previous to current day T mean [d - x] is defined as

1

T mean [d - x]

24

= 24 LT [d -

x, h]

h=l

Definition 4.13 Be d + 1 next day. Then daily mean temperature forecast next day is defined as

Tmean [d + l]
Also for this variable a forecast version of the next day can be used as in definition 4.13[1, 9].
Daily cooling and heating degree

During hot weather, households and offices turn on air conditions and coolers and freezers will
dissipate more power. These contribute to the cooling load. To model this cooling load, a daily
cooling degree is defined as below in definition 4.14. Cooling load is negligible during cold weather,
therefor daily cooling degree will be O. Above a certain temperature, daily cooling load will increase
rapidly, this is modelled with the square term.
Definition 4.14 Be T mean [d] daily mean temperature for day d, and
threshold temperature. Then daily heating degree T hd [d] is defined as
T hd [d]

={

-T~ean [d]

Tmean [d] ::; T hd, thresh

o

T mean [d]

Ted,thresh

heating degree

> Thd,thresh

The same can be said for daily heating degree, but in reverse as seen below in definition 4.15.
Below a certain temperature, people and offices will turn on heating. For certain areas, unlike
The Netherlands, this concerns electrical heating. This allows for a heating load that, below that
temperature, increases rapidly as temperature decreases.
Definition 4.15 Be T mean [d] daily mean temperature for day d, and
threshold temperature. Then daily cooling degree Ted [d] is defined as

0
Ted [d] =

T mean [d]

{ T~ean [d]

Ted,thresh

cooling degree

< Ted,thresh

T mean [d] ~

Ted,thresh

Note that threshold temperatures Ted,thresh and Thd,thresh are most of the times supplied by
engineers and operators of the utility company. The can also be obtained by graphical analysis
of historical data and trial and error testing [31]. course these are unique for each case and
applications of such an input is hence highly climate dependable. For that reason will some cases
have only few days a year for a certain cooling or heating degree. The threshold can somewhat be
adjusted so that more days are available for learning.
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4.4

Results

In order to give an idea of typical performances an inventory on peak load, MAE, and MAPE is
made of previously referred applications.
Note that most of the forecaster are all just slightly different in the sense of that one forecasts
each hour h load L [d + 1, h], another forecasts each day load L [d + 1, h] with h ranging from 1
to 24. Other forecast load L [d, h + 1], thus one hour ahead. For that reason only forecasters with
somewhat similar forecasts are compared here, otherwise it would not be a fair comparison. In the
table below there are performances of several implementations that all do forecasts of L [d + 1, h],
that is each hour for 24 hours ahead.

peak load [MW]
1700
2043
3090
3100
4700
5500
9875
11834

MAE [MW]
23
88
116
98
125
84
101
216

MAPE [%]
1.3
4.3
3.8
3.2
2.7
2.2
2.3
2.0

reference
[5,4]
[24]
[31]
[9]
[20]
[1]
[24]
[31]

Table 4.2: Some results for 24 hourly load forecasters.

Important input variables are to make accurate forecasts are load and time indication such as
hour of the day, day of the week, and week of the year. If weather is taken into account, variables as
temperature, wind speed and light intensity are to be used. What the exact combination of these
variables or the mathematical preprocessing that has to be done on them is necessary, depends
heavily from on to case at hand.

4.5

Conclusion

All these performances of the previous section show that neural networks are a useful and powerful
tool for achieving acceptable results. A MAPE between 1 % and 4 % is a realistic goal.
Several things have to be done in order to create a forecaster with such a performance. A neural
network is of course necessary, this can be simulated in software or implemented in hardware.
The second condition is to have a database which contains vital information to learn the neural
network. Together with experience gained from previous projects or from literature study, one has
all necessary means to start developing a short term load forecaster.
In this these the following items will be given extra attention to, as these are expected to be
responsible for the greater part of the overall performance.
• good selection of input variables
• correct preprocessing of input variables
• large data sets
• appropriate supervised learning algorithm
• good learning algorithm settings
• use a not too large and not too small topology
• intelligent interpretation of performance criteria
Note that all of these improvements will carry along their own problems but if a good selection
is made, this eventually leads to an optimal forecaster.
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Chapter 5

NUON
In order to gain experience with short term load forecasting and to be able to develop a neural
network load forecaster for a real world application, a small learning project was done at NUON.
This chapter will give a short description of what NUON is, how their load forecasts are made,
what was done in order to improve these and what conclusion can be drawn from this. The idea
how to improve their forecast came from a Kohonen classification that was once done on their
load data [10].

5.1

Electricity utility

NUON is an electricity utility in The Netherlands responsible for distributing electricity in the
provinces of Gelderland and Friesland. There is also a third area, the province of Flevoland, for
which NUON distributes electricity, but all its administration is uncounted for in the province
Gelderland. These are all area's with similar climates responsible for a winter and summer peak,
but somewhat different daily load pattern and overall electricity consumption. Gelderland is more
industrialised compared to Friesland, whereas the first has a peak load of 1500 MW while the
second one has a peak load of only 400 MW. For more information on climate and load behaviour,
see chapter 6.
Load forecasting is relevant here for two reasons. Firstly, each week an estimate of the hourly
load for a week in advance has to be specified to Sep (Dutch electric generating board) that in
its turn specifies production for the different power plants in the Netherlands. Any under or over
production due to forecast errors are automatically compensated for because the Dutch power grid
is linked with the UCPTE (European union for the coordination of production and transmission
of electricity) grid. This grid covers almost the entire mainland of Europe. Any power used or
not used due to these errors has to be taken care of by Dutch power plants or to be exported
or imported abroad by means of the UCPTE grid. At this time, the electricity utility will not
(yet) be fined for these errors, but this will change with the liberalisation of the Dutch electricity
market.
Secondly, good short term forecasts are essential for anticipating any unexpected overall load
increasings or decreasings regarding the long term contract with Sep. In this contract, which
is closed on a yearly bases, is stated how much electricity, on a yearly basis, is expected to be
necessary. If the overall electricity delivered exceeds the contracted amount, the utility will be
fined severely. If an uncontracted amount of electricity is forecasted to be demanded, this can be
taken care of, for example, by regulating its own smaller decentralised electricity generation in
order anticipate and to minimise possible fines.
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5.2

Forecasting at NUON

At NUON, forecasts are made weekly, two days in advance, therefore a minimum of two days and
a maximum of eights days ahead forecast have to be made. A forecast for a certain number of days
ahead is always based upon data up to the day before forecasting, supplemented with forecasted
data (as in the weather forecasts used). Reason why no data measured on the day of forecast is
used, is that hourly forecasts are done for one day at a time and not on a hourly bases. For this,
all necessary data for the forecast should be available, which of that day is not before 24:00 hours.
At that time there is no one to perform the forecast which requires visual validation of all data
used. Besides this, due to technical reasons, all new data of an entire day is only made available
early next day and therefore no sooner at the forecaster's disposal.
Below is a discussion on how forecast are made exactly and what kind of problems arise for
the chosen strategy and short term load forecasting in general. Note that the main goal is to
produce forecasts as good as possible, that is preferably a performance with a MAPE less than 4
%. Although tuning for the right settings and variables is very difficult, this is not always possible
and very time consuming with the simulator used at NUON.

5.2.1

Neural network short term load forecaster Adept

Forecasts are made with the aid of Adept, a neural network simulator tailor made for short
term forecasting. Experience gained from working with this tool was of great importance for
designing FNS. Here the advantages and disadvantages of Adept that came across while using it,
are discussed. This is done to give an idea of various items concerning load forecasting specifically
that have to be taken into account when designing a neural network simulator. These particular
problems are usually implementations that are a necessity for load forecasting but severely decrease
the neural network general flexibility. Thus a trade off will have to be made and will be based
mainly on the following experiences.

5.2.2

Structure in Adept

For Gelderland and Friesland each, eight different forecasters already exist. Each are in their turn
build up of 24 separate forecasters, that is for each hour one forecaster. These hourly forecasters
all work independently with respect to each other's forecasts. That is, the forecaster for 3:00 am
has on information on the forecast for 2:00 am. Disadvantage here, of course, is that these hourly
forecasts are not directly related to each other although their hourly forecast in real world are.
Therefore making it the neural network harder to fit the desired patterns.

5.2.3

Topology in Adept

The topology for all the neural network used, is a multiple perceptron with a normal net function,
has only one hidden layer with somewhat half the amount of input units for hidden neurons and
one output neuron. Each input however is not just a simple input unit representing the scaled
version of the concerning variable, but an discrete sampled version of the scaled value. The user
is here allowed to determine the number of units concerning a particular variable, thus setting a
resolution for it. Thus, when a variable is represented by five neurons, due to binary coding that
is used, the resolution is 2- 5 100% = 3.125% of the original range. Sometimes only three of these
binary input units are used for an analogue variable decreasing resolution enormously to 12.5 %
of the original input range. Neural network internally work with floating points representations,
thus why use discrete inputs and outputs in this case. They only increase complexity and decrease
resolution, compared to all analogous neural networks simulators.
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5.2.4

Configuration in Adept

The networks were all learned with the error back propagation algorithm for 500,000 epochs
with identical learning rate of 0.2 and momentum of 0.8. This directly gives reason for another
disadvantage of the strategy followed. These settings are optimised for one day ahead forecasting
only. By simple copying them for other networks, there is no idea of the performance regarding
over or under fitting. The simulator has no ability to sea the best network so far encountered,
therefore deterioration of performance is imminent for a too long leaning phase.

5.2.5

Variables in Adept

The available data and any data that can be derived from it are basically too many signals which
can be used for making forecasts. This is because the mapping that the neural network must learn
will be difficult to find because of an excessive amount of input variables which is presented. This
will result in an increase of possible local minima and simulation time. Therefore a selection has to
be made in order to decrease complexity but still be able to learn the neural network satisfactory.
From this starting point can be experimented manually or by means of genetic algorithms in order
to optimise the selection of variables.
In table 5.1 below are all variables used for each forecaster. For each variable the delay in days
is specified referring to forecast day.

input variable
clock change
time of the year
special days
holidays
day of the week
hourly temperature
daily mean temperature
hourly light intensity
daily mean light intensity
daily mean wind speed
hourly load
daily mean load
daily weighted mean load
output varIable

days ahead forecast
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
-1 -1
-1 -1
-1 -1

8

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8

2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

3
3
3
3
3

=
--I=

=:=====:;:::::::::===:;======::::
_h_o_u_rl-=-y_l_oa_d

Table 5.1: Used variables with their respective delays in days starting from forecast day.

Note that a weighted mean load is used, these weights are set relatively high for hours with
a steep ramp and low for the other hours. This supplies extra information to the neural network
about the load of the hours that are more difficult to forecast, the ones with a steep ramp, whereas
a normal mean contains information for all hours equally.
Because only forecasted weather data is available for up to a maximum of two days ahead,
after a delay of more than two days the forecast of two days ahead is used introducing of course
an unavoidable error. Another error made here, is that the database does not contain forecasted
values. This means that the neural network is not given the opportunity to learn the difference
between in forecasted weather variables and actual weather variables.
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5.2.6

Performance with Adept

From time to time, forecasts produced too large errors as is shown for Gelderland and Friesland
in respectively figure 5.1 and figure 5.2. These are responsible for a too much degradation of the
forecaster's overall performance.
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Figure 5.1: Load and forecasted load for 4 days for Gelderland with forecast errors.
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Figure 5.2: Load and forecasted load for 4 days for Friesland with forecast errors.
The sudden peak in the rising edge is due to the independent hourly forecasters of a single
day. Each hour is forecasted data which is delayed by multiples of 24 hour delayed data and data
which are daily means, not for example by data delayed by 25 hours of 1 hour. Therefore the
neural network is sometimes unable to forecast a smooth daily curve.

5.3

Approach for improvement with Adept

To gain experience with the forecasts done at NUON, a small project was started with the goal to
increase performance only by adding some extra inputs to the neural network or to learn it just
for a specific period. Ideas for these came from a KEMA study done of Kohonen classification of
the NUON historical load data [10]. Here a short overview will be given of what was done and to
what results it led. For more details, see the report on this project for NUON [11].

5.3.1

Improvements

Within the current neural network (called Afrl) some improvements were tested out to see whether
they would directly contribute to an increase in performance. The following possibilities were
implemented as neural networks and tested:
• An extra input indicating the season of the year was added to the neural network, because
of a significant difference in load due to seasons. These seasons in which the load can be
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divided are summer (April until August), winter (October until February) and transition
(March and September). This network is called Afrlks.
• As a counter part of the previous one, a neural network was learned and tested on data
concerning only one of such particular seasons. Hereby simplifying the mapping by reducing
the problem's complexity. This network is called Afrlkz.
• For another network, an extra input was added indicating week day, Saturday or Sunday
that all have their own typical daily load curve. This network is called Afrlkd.
• Here, a combination of an extra input indicating week day, Saturday or Sunday combined
with extra input with load of seven days ago was implemented. This network is called
Afrlkdl.

5.3.2

Results

None of these improvements resulted in satisfactory improvements of the initial neural networks.
This can be said when looking at the performance criteria for all of these neural networks. In
figure 5.3 are the MAPE of all neural networks that were learned in order to improve the initial
network and the MAPE of the initial neural network itself.
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Figure 5.3: MAPE for all neural networks created for Friesland with Adept.
Only neural network Afrlkd let to an improvement of performance, but only marginally. Main
reason that there were no significant improvements, is that the applied input variables did not
contain extra information for making better forecasts. This also goes for the other performance
criteria. In figure 5.4 the MAE can be seen for all these neural networks. Here, in contrast to
MAPE that tells more about the overall performance, an indication is given about how many load
can be expected for forecast errors.
Finally in figure 5.5 represents the standard deviation of the overall error. Here can be seen
that for most neural networks, the information is somewhat the same as for the previous two
performance criteria, thus reassuring the validity of the performances.
Totally other types of results are ideas for the neural network simulator that is developed for
this thesis. A lot of these practical ideas arose from shortcomings of Adept. In the list below
are the most important items for which Adept got into trouble but will be implemented in the
simulator.
• possibility to have gaps of several days in the data sets
• simulation a neural network should not require preprocessing of data again
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Figure 5.4: MAE for all neural networks created for Friesland with Adept.
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Figure 5.5: STDDEV for all neural networks created for Friesland with Adept.
• better means for evaluation of performance per epoch during and at the end of learning
• possibility of using other learning algorithms other than error back propagation
• floating point representation of data in stead of a limited and simple digital representation

5.4

Conclusions

The forecasted currently used at NUON could not be improved. The newly developed neural
networks for Adept did not contribute to a significant improvement of the performance. The reason
for this is that the simulator used has several limitations making it not a flexible application. Also
the extra signals fed to the neural network apparently did not contain information which let a
higher performance.
Although this result in terms of performance is somewhat disappointing, this project has been
a great opportunity to work with a real world example. Also a lot of ideas came forward for the
neural network simulator FNS which is under development.
According to all these arguments the project was however a success. Sometimes it is better to
find out what the limitations of something is rather than doing something with it, not knowing
how valid the outcomes are.
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Part II

Data analyses and simulator
developmellt
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Chapter 6

Data analysis
This chapter discusses the analysis of the historical database of NUON and what was done to make
it suitable for use with FNS, the short term load forecaster in development. This starts out by
looking at the data that has been made available by NUON. Examples of all variables are giving
in order to illustrate what kind of signals has to be dealt with. Because it can always happen that
an error occurs, there is a section data validation, also with some examples. This is, at the end of
this chapter, followed by a piece on the new database that is created from the initial data. This
will be the data that will be used for making forecasts with FNS.
At the end is a discussion on the correlation of all input variables of the created database
with the hourly load output variable. This gives an indication on what signal contain important
information for making good short term load forecasts.

6.1

Initial data

NUON supplied several data files of which two new databases were constructed, one for the
province of Gelderland and one for the province of Friesland, which will be referred to as Gld and
Frl respectively. For each province, the following databases were available:
• load measurements
• weather measurements
- temperature
- wind speed
- light intensity
• calendar events
- special days (identical for Gelderland and Friesland)
- holidays
These databases contains data for 1992 until 1997. Load and weather measurements are
supplied on hourly bases and calendar events on a daily bases. From these databases, the two
new databases were created, on e for Gelderland and one for Friesland. These are divided into six
parts, each representing a year and referred to by a combination of the province name and the
year e.g. Gld92.
Because all parts have data records for every hour, parts concerning normal year have 8760
entries and concerning leap year have 8784. Another item to take into account is the transitions
from winter to summer time and back. For each year this is a variable indication winter or summer
time, hence transition days are somewhat different then normal days. Days in which a transition
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from winter to summer time takes places, do not have an entry for hour 03:00 since it just does
not exist. Again days in which summer time changes into winter time, the hour 03:00 exists twice.
Once for summer time and once for winter time. The variable indicating winter of summer time
can only take on two different values and note that it changes on the hour 03:00. This creates an
situation that has to be taken into account when reading the database with a delay that exceeds
one of these time transitions.
In appendix Bare several lists which come in handy while creating a database for short term
load forecasting. It contains several lists with special calendar events for The Netherlands such as
leap years and dates for clock changes.

6.2

Some examples

Some examples of the variables in the database are shown here, to give an idea of what kind of
signals must be dealt with. First of all the most important variable is load. In figure 6.1 and 6.2
hourly load for respectively Gelderland and Friesland is shown, both for nine days (from Saturday
of one weekend until the Sunday of the next weekend) in winter and in summer. The daily load
curve is very clear in these figures. The load has also a weekly behaviour, with less load on
Saturdays and even less on Sundays.
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Figure 6.1: Load for Gelderland for nine days in winter and in summer.
Notice the evening peak that is only present in winter. During the summer, much of the social
life is outdoors, hence less load is in the evening since no televisions and lights are used.
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Figure 6.2: Load for Friesland for nine days in winter and in summer.
The hourly temperature is also available in the database. In figure 6.3 and 6.4 the temperature
can be seen for the same days used in the previous figures.
In these figures you can see that in summer, the daily temperature has a distinctive daily curve
which in winter is harder to see. Of course, in winter the overall temperature is much lower than
in summer.
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Figure 6.3: Temperature for Gelderland for nine days in winter and in summer.
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Figure 6.4: Temperature for Friesland for nine days in winter and in summer.
For hourly wind speed there is no real difference related to winds from a certain time of year,
see figure 6.5 and 6.6. Hourly data of wind speed may by somewhat acquired with a too low
sample rate, but still lots of information can be retrieved. If there are several days of strong wind,
the load will probably increase in winter due too extra heating. But in summer it will decrease,
since cooling load will be less.
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Figure 6.5: Wind speed for Gelderland for nine days in winter and in summer.
Wind speed, like temperature, has a sort of daily curve. This is only for the summer period,
as can be seen in these figures.
Then there is also the hourly light intensity. This one can, even more than wind speed, make
weird jumps. At night, of course, it is dark and therefore light intensity is zero for those hours.
As the sun rises this variable increases until its maximum is reached around noon. Then it again
gradually decreases until the sun sets. Sometimes this variable makes a jump to zero during
the day time. This is usually the result of thick clouds. It is very important because if it gets
dark, people switch on lights therefore increasing the light load. See figures 6.7 and 6.8 for some
examples.
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Figure 6.6: Wind speed for Friesland for nine days in winter and in summer.
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Figure 6.7: Light intensity for Gelderland for nine days in winter and in summer.
For the light intensity, the daily curve is very clear. The three hourly weather variables all
inhibit a daily curve. Some more than other and some more clear in summer than in winter. Note
that daily mean, minimum and maximum values for these signals are stripped from their daily
behaviour. In stead the yearly behaviour like summer and winter is more obvious. Therefore these
signals, as well as the hourly version, are very good season indications.
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Figure 6.8: Light intensity for Friesland for nine days in winter and in summer.

6.3

Data validation

A very important precaution that has to be taken before learning a neural network and before
doing any preprocessing is, is the validation of all data sets. This was already partly done at
NUON but not strictly enough. By analysing all data manually, some severe but not frequently
occurring errors could be corrected. Some examples of error in the data sets are given below.
• Spurious spikes that occur only for a single data entry.
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• Zero values for one or more data entries.
• No correction for transition to summer or winter time.
• Typing errors in calendar events.
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Figure 6.9: Missing values for hourly temperature for Gelderland.
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Figure 6.10: Sign error in hourly temperature for Gelderland.

6.4

Variables

Al variables in these databases are divided into primary and secondary variables. The difference
here is that primary variables are plain measurements such as hourly temperature or trivial data
such as day of the week. Secondary variables are derivations of the primary variables, therefore
based on the same information but in a different form. This allows for some information contained
in these variables to be represented more obviously. An examples is daily mean temperature,
here information is made available about the weather in general related to the season as hourly
temperature says more about the behaviour of temperature at this moment.
Deriving secondary variables is one of the main functions of preprocessing. But the main
question of what derivation to do instantly arises. A choice was made, based mostly what was
done in literature, to do the following preprocessing for real world measurements such as load and
weather variables:
• mean
• minimum
• maxImum
The following preprocessing is used for calendar event variables:
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• I-of-N selection
• cyclic interval
• simplification
The sine and cosine concern cyclic variables such as day of the year or time of the day and
the last one concerns discrete information like winter or summer time, holidays or special days.
In appendix A is a complete description of how this database is constructed, in what file format
and from what files.
As discussed in section 4.3.2, besides linear intervals also cyclic intervals are used. This results
in the use of two in stead of one input for the same variable, because sine and cosine are to be
applied to the neural network. The extra complexity in terms of more inputs this causes, can
be justified for by making both ends of the linear interval meet and thus representing the real
behaviour of this variable.
Therefore, the new databases started out with the variables stated in table A.I in appendix A.

6.5

Correlation

Now that the database is complete, it can be used to learn neural networks. Here arises the
problem of input variable selection. It is not wise to just use all the input variables and let the
neural network decide which input variables are important and which are not. This would simple
take too much processing time and has also a large probability with local minima. The task would
be too complex for the neural network, making it harder to find a satisfying minimum. It would
therefore be wise to avoid this situation.
Several techniques exist for making smart choices when selecting input variables. The most
vague one is the engineer's intuition or plain common sense. If someone, who has no extended
knowledge on short term load forecasting, is asked to make a selection between hourly load of
yesterday or minimum wind speed of yesterday to forecasting hourly load of tomorrow, the person
will most likely choose the first variable. In this way, some very basic variables can be found for
load forecasting.
The second technique is to ask an expert or literature what kind of input variables may be of
importance here. This usually provides information on the specific case at hand. An electricity
utility operator from Hong Kong will likely give other information than a operator from Alaska
because of the different climates. These inquiries will therefore lead to information on the relation
between the weather and the load. The second type of information which can be learned in this
way, is on the relation between the local holidays and the load.
Combining techniques with trial and error is actually a technique itself and is widely used for
neural networks. Because the neural network is, for the greater part, basically a black box, it is
hard to make hard statements on the purpose of certain input variables. Thus by trial and error
a lot can be learned, definitely more than 'just' looking at weights of a neural network.
The fourth technique, and that is were this section is all about, is by means of correlation. The
goal here is, of course, to find a certain selection of input variables that is responsible for making
good load forecasts. If there is a correlation of any kind between an input variable and the output
variable, here the hourly load, then this variable can be useful in forecasting the output variable.

6.5.1

Theory of correlation

Correlation between two signals x and y can be determined with equation 6.1. This equation
outputs a value in the range [-1, 1]. The correlation will be 1 if two signals behave proportionally.
If the signals behave inversely proportionally, then the correlation is -1. These two extremes are
illustrated by the following examples. The two signals x and f(x) = x have a correlation of 1
because they are identical. A correlation of -1 would apply for the signals x and f(x) = -x as
these signals are inversely proportional.
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corr(x,y) = -p--

(6.1)

(Xi - J.lx) (Yi - J.ly)

i=p

These are just the two extremes of the correlation function. Another interesting correlation is
O. For this value the two signal are not correlated at all with each other. An example would be
two random generators with both a uniform distribution. The values between [0, 1] and [-1,0]
represent correlations for all signals which are left. Figure 6.11 illustrates this. In this figure are
scatter plots of the before mentioned signals. Signals other than these will create a 'cloud' of
points according their correlation. For signals with a correlation close to -1 or 1, these scatter
plots look somewhat like a strait line. Now, the less two signals are correlated, the more this
scatter plot looks like the cloud representing the uncorrelated signals. Like signal g( x) and x have
a reasonable correlation but are definitely not identical.

corr=-1

corr=1
x

x

corr=O

corr=0.8
x

x

Figure 6.11: Examples of scatter plots and correlations of several signals.

6.5.2

Correlation for NUON database of Friesland

The application of correlation here, is of course, to find signals which may be suitable for making
good load forecasts. Hence the correlation is processed for all signals of the Friesland database
with the hourly load signal. This is done for not only signals at the same time but also with a
certain delay inserted. A delay starting from 0 hours until 216 hours (nine days) was inserted.
This will provide a good idea how the correlation changes as more delay is as two signal are delayed
more.
Note that correlation can tell a lot of how two signal behave likewise, but it only looks at fairly
simple relations. Correlations used here are for an entire year, which means that specific short
term features or not often occurring features may be lost. It is therefore only an indication and
not 'ultimate' evidence on the relation between two signals.
In figure 6.12 is the correlation between all signals representing the time of year (toy) and
with the hourly load. This variable has a unique value for every day in the year and has two
representations. One is with a linear interval and one with a cyclic interval. For the latter, sine
and cosine are used. The linear interval has a marginal correlation, whereas the sine and cosine
correlate relatively more, especially the cosine. The explanation is probably that the general
behaviour of the load over an entire year behaves like a cosine. In the beginning and at the end
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of the interval with a large load, for it is winter, and in the middle somewhat less load, for it is
summer. Therefore would it be wise to use the time of year represented by a cyclic interval.
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Figure 6.12: Correlation between hourly load and time of year.
The correlation between time of day, which is the hour, and hourly load with a certain delay
is in figure 6.13. This points out the very strong weekly behaviour. The correlations are periodic
for 24 hours. Both types of representation are of relevance. Although the linear interval has
somewhat less correlation and can be very small for certain delays. The cyclic interval has is more
correlated with load. Secondly, the two signals are shifted apart by several hours and therefore
provide more information for any given delay. As for example the sine has a delay which leads to
a correlation of 0, the cosine will then provide information because for that delay it has a large
correlation. Thus combining sine and cosine provides a robust time indication in contrast to the
representation with the linear interval.
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Figure 6.13: Correlation between hourly load and time of day.
The correlation between season and hourly load is in figure 6.14. The season variable incorporates some of the same information that time of year incorporates. The load has a different
behaviour in winter as in summer, see the correlation between the cosine of time of year and hourly
load. This variable has almost the same correlation with hourly load. The other three signals are
the 1-of-3 representation for the first signal. Signal 1 and 3 represent winter and summer and correlate reasonable. Signal 2 representing transitions periods between summer and winter is almost
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of no relevance, according this figure.
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Figure 6.14: Correlation between hourly load and season.
The correlation between the time of week and hourly load is in figure 6.15. Almost all input
variables have high correlation for no delay and a delay of 168 hours.
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Figure 6.15: Correlation between hourly load and time of week.
An input variable that does not change a lot over a year is the summer winter time indication.
This variable only changes twice a year, dividing the year into a summer and winter part. Therefore
the correlation looks like the correlation of the season variable and also contains a lot of the same
information, see figure 6.16. This variable is only intended to be used for correctly reading a
variable with a certain delay. If there is a change of clock during this delay, this variable can be
used to detect that and initiate the use of a corrected delay. Besides this application it can also
be used to indicate season to the neural network.
In figure 6.17 is the correlation between temperature and the hourly load. The hourly temperature correlates with load on delay of 12 + n24 hours, that is multiples of 24 hours with an offset
of 12 hours. This means that the temperature during the day influences load at night and temperature during the night influences the load during the day. The relation between temperature and
load was known to exist but not, surprisingly, with an offset of 12 hours. This should be kept in
mind for making load forecasts with temperature dependencies. The daily minimum, maximum
and mean temperatures are free of a daily trend and all that is left is the season dependency.
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Figure 6.16: Correlation between hourly load and summer winter time indication.
These values indicate, of course, what kind of season it is. Not in discrete values but in a gradient
representation.
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Figure 6.17: Correlation between hourly load and temperature.

In contrast to temperature, wind speed has a more drastic behaviour. Hence it is less correlated
with the fairly periodic hourly load. Like temperature, the hourly wind speed says something about
the load some 12 hours later, but not very much as can be seen in figure 6.18. It also says some
thing about the hourly load 24 hours later. Here a combination of a delay which is a multiple
of 24 hours can be used together with one which is delayed by 12 hours. The daily minimum,
maximum and mean wind speed correlate with hourly load marginally.
As seen above with temperature and wind speed, the light intensity incorporates a strictly
daily behaviour, except for some small glitches for which clouds are responsible. See figure 6.19.
This daily behaviour is has therefore, like some other weather variables, a correlation with load.
The correlation has again a cycle of 24 hours emphasising the fact that a lot of load is used when
it is light outside when people are awake and working, and not a lot is used at night when people
are sleeping.
The load will, due to its daily and weekly periodic behaviour, correlate a lot with itself. The
correlations between these signals are in figure 6.20. Load correlates with itself a lot for delay
which are multiples of 24 hours. This is the daily behaviour of load. Furthermore, a delay of
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Figure 6.18: Correlation between hourly load and wind speed.
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Figure 6.19: Correlation between hourly load and light intensity.
168 hours (7 days) is responsible for a very large correlation for hourly load with itself. It should
therefore be wise to use load delayed with 168 hours, instead of load of the previous day which
is delayed by 24 hours. The correlation between daily minimum, maximum and mean load and
hourly load are also in this figure. For these signals the daily behaviour is removed as the are
calculated. Therefore the only have correlation on a weekly basis. Daily minimum load is not
influenced that much over a year, showing a small correlation with hourly load. Daily maximum
and mean load depend more on the time of year like the hourly load, therefore a larger correlation
is found for these signals.
The next two figures are on days which occur only a few times each year. In figure 6.21 is the
correlation with holidays and in figure 6.22 with special days. Holidays are for a longer period of
time and correlated more with hourly load than special days. The correlation for a delay of 168
hours is of somewhat importance for long holidays but not anymore for special days. The only
real correlation for these signals is with a delay of around 0 hours. This means that a special day
or holiday influences the load of that particular day but not of other days. It might therefore be
important to tell the neural network for what kind of day it is doing forecasts.
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Figure 6.20: Correlation between hourly load and load in general.
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Figure 6.21: Correlation between hourly load and holidays.
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Figure 6.22: Correlation between hourly load and special days.
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Chapter 7

Design FNS
This section describes the design of the application FNS, the feed forward neural network simulator.
Most of the design is based upon the existing version of the FNS library of KEMA, see [35].
What will be discussed here is the top level design of FNS. The application is made up from
three main functionalities: learn, test and recall. Each of these will be discussed by means of their
specification and functional design. The formal specifications and descriptions of these functions
are not in this chapter but are enclosed in appendix C of this thesis. Whenever relevant, references
will be made to the appropriate parts of this appendix.

7.1

Feed forward neural network simulator

The application's main functionality is to simulate feed forward neural networks. This directly
divides this main functionality into three parts because simulating neural networks concerns learning, testing and recalling. Learning concerns the learning and simultaneously testing of a neural
network for given data sets, testing only tests a learned neural network for a given data set and
recalling is using a learned neural network on real world data in order to make load forecasts, see
table 7.1. These are all separate and independent parts which are subsequently used in that order.
function
learn
test
recall

input
learn and test database
test database and neural network
real world data and neural network

output
neural network and performances
performances
forecasts

Table 7.1: FNS functionalities.
When actually using this application to create a short term load forecaster, these parts, also
called stages or phases, are very often rerun with different settings. At the end of each of each run,
the performance of the neural network is evaluated. If this is not satisfactory, it can be decided
to rerun this part or even return return to a previous part. In figure 7.1 is depicted where the
functions of learn, test and recall are used for creating a short term load forecaster. Note that
learning also incorporates a testing functionality. This usually provides enough test information
on the neural network's performance. Hence the separate test functionality is only used to on data
sets which were not used during learning.
All of these three parts are utilised in the same way. The application is started with a command
file from which it determines if it has to learn, test or recall. All appropriate commands are enclosed
in this command file, including references to other files it requires. For example a reference to
databases where it can find data sets for learning or to a neural network file where it can find a
neural network for recalling. The exact information needed as input and returned as output is
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build
database

---

select
variables

---

configure
neural networ

./

learn and test

t------- neural networ

~
OK

./

lear~

evaluate
performance

OK

test
recal~

short term
load forecaste

Figure 7.1: FNS functionalities in design cycle of short term load forecaster

globally described for each of these parts in the next sections, more detailed information is can be
found in appendix C.

7.2

Learn

Here the learn function of FNS will be discussed. Learning optimises a neural network's weights
according to several settings form a command file and employing a database with data sets. This
results in a neural network with its performances for these data sets and some administrative data
as is seen in figure 7.2.

learn

command file
- topology
- data selection
- data files (learn and test)
- algorithm
- stop criteria

'--

log file
network file
performance files

..-/

database

Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of learn function.

This learn functions learns a specified neural network to perform a certain task. The neural
network data structure is build from existing functions and uses memory as dynamically as possible.
This task it has to learn is specified by a large learn data set which contains a series of input and
output patterns. This data will also dynamically stored in the applications memory.
The objective of learning here, is that the neural network eventually maps the correct output
pattern for an applied input pattern. In order to learn this, a supervised learning algorithm will
be used. The user can choose between a number of possible learning algorithms and customise the
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algorithm's settings. Then the neural network will try to map all input patterns from the data
set and adjust the neural network according to the difference between the output patterns it has
produced and the correct output patterns from the data set.
The algorithm does this time after time for a specified number of epochs. While learning the
neural network, the network is after a specified number of epochs tested on another set of data
to make sure that any updates made to the neural network's weights are also for the benefit of
this test data set. All the intermediate performances and the final performances will be written
to files. In general, the following settings are necessary to learn a neural network:
• neural network topology
• data selection
• learn data
• test data
• learn algorithm
• performance evaluation
The data selection here is to specify what variables of the database are to be used and the
performance evaluation on what performance criteria the learning algorithm has to optimise. For
a more specific and formal description of what the learn function does and these required settings
it needs, see section C.2.

7.3

Test

In this section is the test function of FNS of described. Because the learn function is also able to
test, this function is identical to that part of the learn function which is responsible for testing.
The difference is that with learning, testing is done for each epoch, whereas here there are no
epochs. The test function evaluates a learned neural network for a data set, therefore there is no
use for epochs here. The result is a number of performance criteria which for this data sets and
some administrative data as is seen in figure 7.3.

test

command file
- topology
- data selection
- data files (test)
- algorithm
- stop criteria
I'-.......

log file
result file
performance files

.---'

database

Figure 7.3: Schematic representation of test function.

The only thing that has to be specified to test a neural network are the following settings:
• learned neural network
• data selection
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• test data
The data selection here is again to specify what variables of the database are to be used. Note
that these have the same selection as was used in when learning the neural network. Here also
applies that the appendix encloses a formal description of what this function has to do exactly.
For that information, see section C.3.

7.4

Recall

If a neural network is learned and tested is then ready to be used to forecast load. This recall
is function is therefore available in order to do these forecasts. All it needs is a learned neural
network, a description of the data selection and a database in which input patterns are stored.
The forecasts will be done for those input patterns and the resulting output patterns are written
to file. In figure 7.4 is the schematic representation of this recall function.

recall

command file
- network file
- data files (reca11)

"-

log file
result file

------

database

Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of recall function.

The only thing that has to be specified to recall a neural network are the following settings:
• learned neural network
• data selection
• recall data

In order to recall a neural network, several things have to be done. First of all, a data structure
of the learned neural network has to be created, according a description which is read from file.
Subsequently the recall data has to be read in, this is done according the data selection so that
the right input variables are read in and applied to the correct neural network inputs. Then the
neural network will output forecasts for these input patterns to a result file. For more a formal
description of this function with more detail, see section C.4.
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Part III

Forecaster development,
optimisation and validation
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Chapter 8

Results FNS
In this chapter the results of simulating with FNS are discussed. The goal of these simulations is
to asses neural network regarding which settings are suitable for short term load forecasting, as is
discussed in the first section. A lot of simulations have to be done in order to assess short term
load forecasting. Now the problem arises that there are simply too many possible neural network
too simulate in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore a certain strategy is used opposing the
very simple trail and error method. This is described in the second section followed by sections on
the actual results of the simulations and interpretation of them. Each section discusses results for
the learning algorithms random search, error back propagation, simulated annealing and alopex.
Then there is a small section on the relation between the performance criteria MAE and MAPE.
At the end there is also section containing conclusions for the obtained results.

8.1

Goal

The goal of these simulations serve for a large part the overall goal of this thesis. The aim here
is to collect as much data as possible on what type of neural networks are best suited for short
term load forecasting in terms of learning algorithm and topology. Of course these simulations
are done on real world data which is supplied by NUON. For that reason a considerable amount
of time is also spend on what selection of input variables are relevant for making good forecasts.
This selection is very case dependent, but in order to assess other neural network settings it is
vital to use a selection as good as possible.
Note that these simulations forecast hourly loads on a daily bases for two days in advance.
The databases discussed in chapter 6 will be used here. A forecaster will be developed for the
province of Friesland with learn data ranging from the years 1992 until 1996 and test data of the
year 1997. The database for Gelderland is in this thesis not used due to a shortage of time, this
database is however ready to be used for validation purposes of the developed forecaster.
The performance criteria for which the forecaster is optimised are MAPE and in second place
MAE which actually follows MAPE very closely. This will be proven in this chapter. Some other
performance criteria are also used to validate the the previous two criteria, these are ME, MPE
and a, see chapter 4.

8.2

Strategy

A certain strategy is necessary for creating a good short term load forecaster. This strategy
describes which items concerning load forecasting will be assessed and to what extend. It is of
course impossible to simulate all possible settings in a reasonably amount of time. Secondly, it
is very important to focus on certain settings in order to keep track of what kind of changes in
these are responsible for certain improvements in performance. For this reason shall relatively
small improvements of performance be labelled as no improvement. There is another reason to
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justify neglecting these minor differences. Weights of a neural network are for each simulation
initialised by random generator to a different value. This originates in the initialisation of the
random generator itself. These ever changing initial conditions appeared to have some influence
in the final performance according to several tests. Apart of the naive forecaster that will be
discussed, the performance criteria MAE and MAPE will therefore have a certain precision that
will be looked into. The expectation is that a precision of respectively 1 MW and 0.5 % for MAE
and MAPE is relevant. This indeed makes it more difficult to draw hard conclusions. Therefore
the terms marginal and small changes in performance will be used for respectively no changes and
changes of 2 MW or 1 %. More on effects of this and other random processes are in the sections
on specific algorithm settings.
In short, during all simulations there is an emphasis on the following items.
• selection of input variables
• specific algorithm settings
• topology in terms of:
- number of hidden layers
- number of neurons per hidden layer
How settings for these simulations are chosen depends on several things. First of all, in chapter 6
on the database, these is a section on the correlation between certain variables. Strong correlations
will be used to find initial input variables selections. Secondly the experience gained at NUON and
KEMA and experience which came forth of the literature study are used also for making choices
what to assess and what not.
All simulations will be judged by the performance criteria stated in chapter 4 on short term load
forecasting. The most important criteria are MAE and MAPE, other criteria are also important
but are used as indicators of how relevant MAE and MAPE are. Before the results of all simulation
will, more on this in next section 8.10.
Next is an overview in table 8.1 of what learning algorithms are to be assessed and what
settings are relevant for that particular algorithm.
I algorithm
I settings
random search
goal, random generator, range or variance, reduction mechanism
error back propagation learning speed, momentum
simulated annealing
random generator, initial temperature, scaling
alopex
step size, initial temperature, temperature history

Table 8.1: Overview of algorithm with settings.

8.3

Results

The next sections contain all relevant simulation results. First, the naive forecaster is assessed
and its performance criteria are processed in order to have a reference for the neural networks
forecasters with different learning algorithms and topologies. The learning algorithms start with
random search, then error back propagation is used, followed by simulated annealing and alopex.
At the end these is also a section on the optimisation of neural network by means of using random
search on a neural network that has already been learned with error back propagation.
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8.4

Naive forecaster

A very naive forecaster was constructed with the aim to use it as a reference for newly developed
forecasters. Now performances ·can be compared relatively to this naive forecaster as well as
absolutely to the ultimate forecaster which has zero error.
This forecaster simply uses the load of 168 hours (exactly one week) ago as the forecasted load.
This number of 168 hours originates of the load correlation plot in figure 6.20. Here the maximum
correlation between the current load and load delayed for several hours, is when the delay is 168
hours. The performance criteria mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) of this forecaster are in table 8.2.
forecaster
naive

MAE
17.45 MW

MAPE
8.08 %

Table 8.2: Performances for naive forecaster.
Some other performance criteria are also calculated to indicate how relevant these two previous
performance criteria are. These are mean error (ME), mean percentage error (MPE) and standard
deviation (0-). In order to minimise MAE and MAPE, it is necessary that ME and MPE are small.
In the next two equations this condition is stated.
MAE

~

(8.1)

ME

(8.2)

MAPE> MPE

If ME is very small, then the quadratic error will be directly responsible for the standard
deviation because 0- 2 = MSE - ME 2 . The standard deviation is a measure of how the errors are
distributed. A small standard deviation implies that all errors in general do not differ very much
with mean error, if it is large the opposite applies.
Some of the algorithms that will be used can optimise for MAE, MAPE or any cost function
which for example combines these two. Error back propagation on the other hand optimises for
mean square error, actually root mean square error (RMSE), which is the reason why the relation
between MSE and standard deviation was brought to attention here.
In table 8.3 are the previously discussed performance criteria that are used to validate MAE
and MAPE. Here MSE is displayed as RMSE so that comparison with 0- is more easy.

ME

MPE

RMSE

-1.37 MW

-0.62 %

26.91 MW

0-1
26.87 MW

1

Table 8.3: Performance validations for naive forecaster.
These performance criteria are mean values over an entire year. From the learning project done
at NUON, it appeared that there are exceptional load patterns for certain days or periods of day
during the year. For these days there is a reasonable increase in error compared to normal days.
These errors originate from differences in load between normal days and Saturdays or Sundays,
holidays and special. The expectation is that these are errors of reasonable extend and difficult
do be dealt with by a neural network.
In the next three tables the MAE and MAPE are calculated separately for normal days and
these exceptions. In table 8.4 a distinction is made between normal week days ranging from
Monday to Friday, Saturday and Sunday. In table 8.5 performances are calculated separately for
normal days and simplified holidays and in table 8.6 for simplified special days.
The increased error for forecast concerning Sundays is due to the fact that on these days load
has a more random character than on other days. For those days the industry is mainly responsible
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I day of the week I
MAE
Monday - Friday
17.89 MW
Saturday
15.49 MW
Sunday
17.18 MW

I

MAPE
7.85 %
7.51 %
9.81 %

I

Table 8.4: Performance for certain days for naive forecaster.

for fairly constant load characteristics, as for Sundays which are mainly dominated by households
that have a far more random load consumption.
I

simplified holiday
normal
holiday
'bouwvak'

I

MAE I MAPE
16.46 MW
7.41 %
22.22 MW 11.01 %
13.27 MW
6.35 %

I

Table 8.5: Performance for holidays for naive forecaster.

From the differences in error between normal days, holidays and 'bouwvak', two things can be
said. Holidays usually do not last for more than a week and have less load than normal. Based
on load from before the holidays started, forecasts which are too high are made for during that
holidays. In contrast to this, 'bouwvak' is more easy period to predict because it lasts much longer
than normal holidays and is in summer. Load in summer has no evening peak making forecasting
during that period less difficult.
Holiday which are no longer than a week are actually responsible for two types of errors. Once
errors are made when a forecast is done on bases of load before the holiday for a day in the holiday,
this error is stated in the table. The other error occurs when a forecast is made just after the
holiday on bases of data originating from a day in the holiday. This error is not stated separately
but also occurs.
I

simplified
normal
special day
special day
special day

special day
1
2
3

I

MAE
15.98 MW
84.77 MW
80.45 MW
14.69 MW

I

MAPE
7.13 %
49.26 %
49.77 %
7.64 %

I
II

Table 8.6: Performance for special days for naive forecaster.

In the table on performances for special days, it is clear by the large errors that for these days
it is very hard to make forecasts. Note that special day number three has actually an error that
belongs to a normal day. This is because for the year 1997 thus special day is on a Sunday and
therefore not that different with the normal situation.

8.5

Random search

The random search algorithm was used for the first series of simulations, see section 3.3.6 for more
information on this algorithm. These simulations were done for several reasons. Although it is
not a fast learning algorithm, it always converges towards a better performance than the initial
performance. Here, only new weights are accepted if the neural network gains in performance.
Now the attention will mainly be on other settings during these simulations, because it is not
necessary to search for learning algorithm settings that ensure stable and converging learning.
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The second reason for using this algorithm, is that it is possible to optimise for any given
performance criteria. If a performance criteria is specified in the learn command file, then the
decision if a new set of weights performs better is done with that particular performance criterion.
There fore simulations were done that optimised for MAE or MAPE. Throughout learning all
other performance criteria, such as a, are always calculated also in order to have a measure of
relevance for MAE and MAPE.

8.5.1

Algorithm settings

The settings for this algorithm and their effects are assessed here. The main issues are initialisation
of random generators, weight initialisations and the differences in random search with random
generators which have a uniform or a Gaussian distribution. Also the effects of the random
generator's range and range reduction mechanism will be discussed.

Initialisation of random generator
This item is very important to be aware of while interpreting performance results. The random
generator which is used to update weights is initialised differently each time an identical neural
network is simulated. Because of this, the values generated by are never in the same order.
Therefore the neural network will be learned in a different way for each simulation, resulting in
different weights at the end of each simulation. This difference slowly decreases if learning is
done for an reasonable amount of epochs, see figure 8.1. Unfortunately the difference in final
performances appear to be quit substantial. For these neural networks, there is a difference in
MAPE of ± 1.25 %. Learning these neural network longer for 2000 or 3000 epochs does not
contribute to better and more stable performances. Note that the initial weights of these neural
networks are all initialised to zero.
random search initial weights: zero distribution: uniform mean: 0 range: 0.1
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Figure 8.1: Effect of random initialisation of the random generator for random search.

Weight initialisation
If a neural network is initialised, its weights can be set to zero or to relatively small random values.
For some algorithms this is necessary but this not the case for random search. Nevertheless the
influence of random initialisation of weights is assessed here.
The algorithm will start from these random values, adjusting them in order to increase the
neural network performance. If a network is learned satisfactory, its is only for those initial weights.
Therefore several different initialisations will have to be evaluated in order to acquire an overall
picture of how stable this neural network configuration is for any random weight initialisation.
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To judge whether a neural network configuration is stable enough to be accepted as a neural
network that in general converges to a minimum error, it has to be learned for a considerable
number of times with different initial weights. For these learnings the main performance criteria
are evaluated throughout the learning. If these criteria are plotted together in the same figure, they
should (especially at the end of the learning) behave similarly converging to the same minimum
error.
In figure 8.2 the MAPE is plotted for several neural networks. The behaviour is almost identical
to the behaviour in the previous figure. At the end there is again a substantial difference of ±
1.25 % between the best and the poorly performing neural network.
random search initial weights: random distribution: uniform mean: 0 range: 0.1
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Figure 8.2: Effect of random initialisation of a uniform random generator for random search.
The difference of ± 1.25 % in this section and the previous section is due to both the random
initialisation of weights and the random initialisation of the random processes used to update
weights. It is hard to point out exactly which process is responsible for which error, per simulation.
See also section 8.5.5.
Range versus variance
With this learning algorithm, it is possible to use a random generator with a uniform distribution
or one with a Gaussian distribution. Both these generators have a settings for their mean value
and a settings for respectively range or variance. In general these two generators behave very
similarly. The only difference is that the one with the Gaussian distribution is able to generate
any update, whereas the one with the uniform distribution cannot generate any updates outside
its range. For this reason, and proven by simulation, it is so that the Gaussian distribution is
responsible for slightly faster and better learning.
Sometimes, it could be hard or sometimes impossible for random search with a uniform distribution to escape a local minimum. The one with the Gaussian distribution can always, even
though after a long period of time, escape any local minimum.
From here on is every reference to range also applicable to variance unless stated differently.
The difference between a large and a small range, can be seen in figure 8.3. A too small range
is responsible for very small weight updates and will be very time consuming. It has also the
disadvantage that it is hard or even impossible to escape local minima. This type of range is
however very suitable for fine tuning of weights. It becomes a sort of gradient descent algorithm
for these small settings. It may be interesting to implement an algorithm like random search with
a small range with a momentum term like is done with error back propagation.
A too large will generate weight updates that usually not for the benefit of the performance.
Hence this will also take up a lot of simulation time and only very few improvements in performance. Note that if there is any improvement, it is usually a large improvement.
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A trade off will have to be made between a not too small and a not too large range. The
the neural network is learned by this algorithm setting until, after a lot of epochs, there are no
improvements in the performance. At this time, it is desirable to have a smaller range in order
to fine tune the weights. Now it is possible to use the reduction mechanism which is discussed in
chapter 3.
This mechanism will reduce the range by a certain factor making it possible to fine tune. This
reduction is only done after a specified number of epochs for which no improvement of performance
has occurred. An example is in figure 8.3. Here the two dotted lines indicate for what epochs
the range was reduced. It is clear that at those times the performance did not improve for the
specified amount of 150 epochs.
random search distribution: Gauss variance: 0.1 reduction factor: 0.5 number of reductions: 2
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Figure 8.3: Random search with Gaussian distribution.

8.5.2

Simple forecaster

The initial selections of input variables are done on bases of experience gained at NUON, experience
present at KEMA and according to the correlation plots. Of course some topology and algorithm
settings had to be experimented with, but not too intensively only just enough to result in a simple
load forecaster.
To begin the experiments, some very simple load forecasters were created of which its description is given below in table 8.7. There are two reasons for doing this. The first one is to
start of with a simple forecasting avoiding too complex problems which can result in for example
overdimensioning. The second reason is that the most elementary input variables can be assessed
for their contribution to the perforce and can be used as a reference if other input variables are
added.
These settings resulted in a performance that is stated in table 8.8.
For this simple forecaster, like the naive forecaster, the performance criteria MAE and MAPE
are calculated differently for normal days and weekends in table 8.9. This is also done for normal
days and holidays and special days in respectively table 8.10 and table 8.11.

8.5.3

Input variables selection

Here are the results discussed that concern experiments in which different settings for the selection
of input variables are used.
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I type of setting I setting
I value
1
topology
number of hidden layers
4
number of neurons in hidden layer 1
transfer function gamma
1
no
initialisation of weights to zero
variables
delay 0
time of year cyclic
delay 0
time of day cyclic
delay 0
day of week cyclic
delay 168
hourly load
1995 - 1996
data
learn set
test set
1997
algorithm
random search
distribution
uniform
mean
0
range
0.5
no
adaptive mechanism
maximum number of epochs
1500

Table 8.7: Settings for simple forecaster.
forecaster

naive
simple

MAE
17.45 MW
17MW

Table 8.8: Performances for simple forecaster.

Linear interval versus cyclic interval

The three variables indicating time were replaced by versions that are not mapped on a cyclic
interval but on a linear interval. Disadvantage here is that the information about the relation
between the beginning and the end of one of these intervals is now distorted. For example, looking
at the daily load curve, the begin of a year is somewhat the same as the end of a year. If a cyclic
interval is used, these two 'ends' are encoded with almost identical values. A linear interval will use
totally different values for these are encoded with the extreme values of the interval. Simulation
proved this because the performance got two times worse, see figure 8.4
Weather

According to NUON and the correlation plots, the weather variables could contribute not much
to higher performances. These were all tested separately and as combinations. It appeared that
this resulted in only a marginal improvement, unlike the expectations. Because the daily mean
temperature or light intensity was responsible for the same improvement as for example the hourly
temperature of light intensity, it is believed that weather variables are only used as a sort of season
indication, see section 6.5.2.
Season

The input variable indicating the kind of season was also tested. Either the linear representation
or the l-of-3 selection representation could not improve performance, see figure 8.5.
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I day of the week I MAE I MAPE I
Monday - Friday
17MW
8%
Saturday
16MW
8%
Sunday
17MW
10%

Table 8.9: Performance for certain days for simple forecaster.
I simplified holiday I MAE I MAPE I
normal
16MW
7%
holiday
22MW
9%
'bouwvak'
13MW
6%

Table 8.10: Performance for holidays for simple forecaster.

Delay for hourly load
Because not many input variables led to an increase of performance, the focus was for a range
of experiments on the input variable that did. Other delays for the load were used besides the
usual 168 delay. The use of only one of delays or the addition of these delays of 48 or 336 hours
resulted in no improvements of performance. The correlation plots showed that load with a delay
of 48 hours is less correlated with the forecasted load than load of exactly one week ago and
that also showed of in the performance. The idea behind these test to make the neural network
less dependable of holidays and special days. The neural network has a hard time making good
forecasts for days 168 hours after a holiday or special day.

Simplified holidays and special days
The addition of simplified holidays and simplified special days did not led to an increase of performance, see figure 8.6. The correlation plots do not indicate that there is a large influence between
these days and the forecasted load. According to the experience gained at NUON and KEMA and
the specified MAE and MAPE of both the naive and simple forecaster, it is clear that load for
these days is difficult to forecast. Note that these are not only holidays and special days but also
days for which the forecast is based upon load of such a day. The result of adding these inputs to
the neural network apparently is not sufficient for making better forecasts.

Simplified day of the week
Besides the cyclic day of week, there is also the simplified day of week. This input variable
indicates the neural network if the forecast is on a normal day during the week or on a Saturday
or on a Sunday. Using this input is responsible for a small increase of performance. Also the l-of-N
selection input variable for simplified day of the week was tested. The different representation did
not led to performance improvement.

Extra hourly load input variables
It appeared in chapter 5 that Adept sometimes makes forecasts with sudden peaks on the rising

or falling edges of the daily load curve. Although FNS does not have this problem, some extra
tests were done in order to see what the addition of extra hourly load input variables contributed
to the performance. Therefore not only hourly load delay by 168 hours was used, but also hourly
delayed by 167 and 169 hours. In figure 8.7 are the results of these tests which do not lead to
better forecasts.
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I simplified
normal
special day
special day
special day

special day I MAE I MAPE I
7%
16MW
1
48 %
83MW
49 %
2
79MW
14MW
8%
3

Table 8.11: Performance for special days for simplified forecaster.
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Figure 8.4: Influence of linear and cyclic intervals for time variables.

N umber of years of data in learn set
Some experiments are done to assess if more or less learning data influenced learning. The overall
results are that more data results in better performance but requires a lot more simulation time.
Compare simulation times of two or three hours with simulation times of seven or nine hours.
The opposite applies to less data. Mainly the special days are the cause of this. If Christmas
is during learning on a Sunday, the neural network will not 'see' this as a special day. But if
this neural network is tested and this day is on a Monday, then the forecast will show a large
error. More years of data will provide the neural network with more possibilities for the special
day making it more easy to take care of these exceptional days.

8.5.4

Topology settings

This section describes the simulations which are done to assess topology settings. Two items were
looked at. First the number of hidden neurons of a neural network with only one hidden layer. It
appeared that a few hidden neurons, between 4 and 10, result in higher performance than neural
networks with a number of hidden neuron between 10 and 20. Because the network has only one
output and the fact that the input with the delayed load are, so far, the most important signals,
it is clear that there is no need for a lot of hidden neurons. These neurons are however necessary
for the difficult days such as holidays and special days. But at this point there is no need for a lot
of hidden neurons.
According to literature it is useful to have more than one hidden layer. This was tested but it
did not result in a higher performance. Again the same explanation as for the number of hidden
neuron applies here.
The number of neurons in the first hidden layer determine the complexity that the neural
network can cope with. The problem of load forecasting has a unknown complexity. Therefore the
initial number of neurons in the first hidden layer is chosen at random. Several different numbers
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Figure 8.6: Influence of the addition of simplified holidays and special days.

are looked at during the simulations but it appeared that a minimum of four hidden neurons was
enough and it really did not matter if more were used. The only difference was that it took longer
to simulate. Perhaps these kind of settings only playa role for higher performances.

8.5.5

Best result

In this section are the best neural networks learned with random search with a uniform and a
Gaussian random generator. Note that if these neural networks are learned again, it is possible
that they will result in forecasters with less performance. This is due to the initialisation of the
random processes as is discussed in the beginning of this chapter. Nevertheless, these are the best
forecasters that could be found with this algorithm.
In table 8.12 are the settings for the best forecaster learned with random search with a uniform
distribution. The performance for this learning process is in figure 8.1. For the best forecaster
with a Gaussian distribution, see table 8.13. Its performance is in figure 8.3.
In table 8.14 are the overall performances for these two neural networks.

8.6

Error back propagation

With the random search algorithm are tried a lot of possibilities to make load forecasting as
good as possible. With the error back propagation are also several test done with input variable
selection, topology, etcetera. This would not tribute to better performance. For that reason will
there only be a discussion on the settings of the learning algorithm error back propagation.
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This algorithm is considerably faster that random search. It does not have to evaluate the
neural network for each epoch. The error in the form of root mean square error is available for
every error back propagation update. This speeds up the algorithm by a factor two. Nevertheless
simulation times are still too long to do all the test that were planned.
In figure 8.8 are some results with error back propagation. In general it performs somewhat
worse than random search. The problem here is to find suitable settings for learning speed and
momentum. A lot of experiments were done in order to get these few neural networks to converge
nicely. A lot of time the neural networks did not converge at all or sometimes even diverged. Some
neural networks were learned for 2000 epochs but it the performance did not increase very much
after 200 or 300 epochs, it was of no use to learn for much longer.
error back propagation
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Figure 8.8: Some results with error back propagation.

This algorithm is also influenced by the random initialisation of the weights. The ever changing
initial condition of the neural network reflects itself in the performance at the end of the learning
phase. In figure 8.9 are several runs for the same neural network with error back propagation.
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I

type of setting
topology

variables

data
algorithm

I

setting
I value
number of hidden layers
I
number of neurons in hidden layer I 7
transfer function gamma
I
initialisation of weights to zero
yes
time of year cyclic
delay 0
time of day cyclic
delay 0
day of week cyclic
delay 0
delay 24
hourly temperature
delay 24
hourly wind speed
delay 24
hourly light intensity
delay 168
hourly load
delay 0
simplified holiday
delay 0
simplified special day
1995 - 1996
learn set
1997
test set
random search
uniform
distribution
0
mean
0.05
range
no
adaptive mechanism
maximum epochs
1500

Table 8.12: Settings for best load forecaster learned with random search with a uniform distribution.
The best forecaster that could be learned by means of this learning algorithm is in table 8.15.
In figure 8.9 is how its performance behaves during learning. For the overall results, see table 8.16.

8.7

Simulated annealing

Here are the results for the simulated annealing algorithm. This algorithm is a form of random
search in which the variance of the random generator is a function of the number of epochs that
are processed. The variance will be large in the beginning and will die out as the number of epochs
increases. The algorithms will then only allow updates for fine tuning. For a complete description
of this algorithm, see section 3.3.7.
This algorithm suffers from converge problems, unlike the normal random search algorithms.
It does converge to better a performance during learning, but it does that very slowly and only
until a certain performance. The random search algorithm is known to be a rather slow learning
process, but simulated annealing is even more slow. In figure 8.10 are the performances of several
neural networks which are learned with different settings for simulated annealing. These settings
are responsible for poor performances and are not able to increase these performance by learning
for more epochs.
However, some settings did result into other behaviour. Those neural networks performed
slightly better and showed more activity in performance updates during learning. In figure 8.11
are some examples. It was not possible to find settings resulting in performances which are comparable with the previous two learning algorithms. The expectation was that simulated annealing
could cope with the problem of load forecasting in somewhat the same way random search did.
Unfortunately this was not the case. This problem might originate from the interpretation by the
algorithm in the relation between the performance of the neural network and the temperature of
the algorithm. It would take too much time to sort out this problem and fall outside the subject
of this thesis. At this point simulated annealing is of no use for learning a neural network to cope
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I

type of setting
topology

variables

data
algorithm

I

setting
I value
number of hidden layers
1
number of neurons in hidden layer 1 7
transfer function gamma
1
yes
initialisation of weights to zero
time of year cyclic
delay 0
delay 0
time of day cyclic
delay 0
day of week cyclic
delay 24
hourly temperature
delay 24
hourly wind speed
delay 24
hourly light intensity
hourly load
delay 168
delay 0
simplified holiday
simplified special day
delay 0
1995 - 1996
learn set
test set
1997
random search
Gaussian
distribution
mean
0
range
0.1
yes
adaptive mechanism
0.5
reduction factor
reduction after unsuccessful epochs
150
1500
maximum number of epochs

Table 8.13: Settings for best load forecaster learned with random search with a Gaussian distribution.
I forecaster
naive
random search uniform
random search Gauss

MAE
17.45 MW
15MW
16MW

I

MAPE
8.08 %
7%
7%

I

Table 8.14: Performances for forecasters learned with random search algorithm.

with the problem of short term load forecasting.

8.8

Alopex

The alopex is an algorithm of which was expected to result in comparable performances in a
shorter amount of simulation time, see section 3.3.8. The results of learning with this algorithm
are discussed in this section.
First of all, alopex does not require a random initialisation of weights. It is possible but most
of the the time leads to diverging of performance while learning. Therefore zero initialisation of
weights was used for all simulation. Now, only two factors remain which are initialised differently
for each simulation. These are the initialisation of the sign matrix and the random generator
which decides if, for a given probability, an element in the sign matrix flips from -1 to 1 or vice
versa.
Secondly it is very hard to find good learning algorithm settings. Some non diverging settings
were found by simply trying a lot of different settings on very small load forecasting data sets.
This with regard to keeping simulation time to a minimum. The settings which were eventually
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Figure 8.9: Effect of random initialisation of weights for error back propagation.

used are in table 8.17.
These turned out to be settings for which the performance ended in an oscillation. Even worse
is that the values between the oscillation is, differ a lot for several simulation with the same
algorithm settings. In figure 8.12 is an examples of this.
From these result and from the fact that is was very hard to find these settings for which
the performance does not diverges, the following can be said about alopex. The algorithm is
unfortunately too instable. For even identical settings, the differences in the final performance are
just too large. It is believed that there must exist settings that produce nice and stable results, but
these are too hard to find because and very time consuming. At this point the alopex algorithm
is of no use to short term load forecasting.

8.9

Optimisation

In this section are the results for using two different learning algorithms after one another. The
idea was to find a local minimum with a local convergent learning algorithm. Then a global
convergent algorithm was used to optimise the weights of the neural network. Hopefully resulting
in a higher performance.
The first algorithm that was used is the error back propagation, as is described in section 8.6.
This algorithm is local convergent and resulted in a performance of 7 % MAPE. The second
algorithm that was used here is the random search algorithm. It was used to probe for weight
updates that could increase performance. The settings for the random search, which were used
here, are a Gaussian random generator with a range of 0.1 and no adaptive mechanism. The
results of this optimisation are in figure 8.13 and in table 8.18.
It is clear that it is very profitable to used different algorithms after one another. Because one
is local convergent and the other one is global convergent, the combination of both is responsible
for a better search of the weight space to higher performances.
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I

type of setting
topology

variables

data
algorithm

I

setting
I value
1
number of hidden layers
number of neurons in hidden layer 1 7
1
transfer function gamma
no
initialisation of weights to zero
time of year cyclic
delay a
time of day cyclic
delay a
delay a
day of week cyclic
delay 24
hourly light intensity
delay 168
hourly load
simplified holiday
delay a
delay 168
simplified holiday
delay a
simplified special day
delay 168
simplified special day
1992 - 1996
learn set
1997
test set
error back propagation
0.1
learning speed
0.5
momentum
maximum number of epochs
400

Table 8.15: Settings for best load forecaster learned with error back propagation.

MAE

forecaster

naive
error back propagation

17.45 MW
16MW

Table 8.16: Performances for forecaster learned with error back propagation algorithm.

8.10

Relation between MAE and MAPE

A certain relation between MAE and MAPE appeared after doing a lot of simulations and evaluating performances of those. The expectation was that they both present somewhat the same
information on performance, which will be proven here. But first there is a short comparison on
these two performance criteria.
MAPE is the most fair performance criteria. For large load, the same absolute error will be
considered a smaller error than the same absolute error evaluated for absolute error for small
load. This supplies a general idea of the performance of the neural network. In order to make a
translation what this performance means in term of MW, the performance criterion MAE is used.
For load forecasting, these two criteria follow each other quit strictly.
In figure 8.14 is a scatter plot of several simulations in order to addresses the relation between
MAE and MAPE. There are several groups of neural networks in this plot. The relation between
MAPE and MAE is clearly almost linear. Hereby is proven that it does not matter much is a
neural network is learned or optimised by means of the performance criteria MAPE or MAE.
Another relation that can be found between MAE and MAPE, is the relation between learn
and test set. The test set will always have less performance compared to the performance of the
learn set. This can be seen for all performances in figure 8.14. As performance decreases, the
difference between the performance of learn and test set will grow smaller. The neural network
behaves very generally for small performances, hence performing equally well on learn and test
set.
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Figure 8.11: Best results for simulated annealing.

8.11

Conclusions

In this section are the overall conclusion which can be drawn for the work presented in this chapter.
Note that a lot of tests were done but not as many as was planned. This was due to the long
simulation times. The data structures and functions used from the library FNS, as is described in
chapter 7, are too slow to assess short term load forecasting with neural networks.
The conclusion will now be discussed for each learning algorithm. The first one to discuss is
random search. This algorithm proved to be a slow algorithm, but has the advantage that is will
always converge to higher performance. A choice can be made between a uniform and a Gauss
distribution for the random generator. With the Gauss distribution it is possible to escape local
minima much more ease than with the uniform distribution. It can also, one in a while, generate
larger updates than usual, which is impossible with the uniform distribution which is bounded
by a range. Whereas the Gauss distribution has only a variance and a virtually unlimited range.
Therefore the Gauss distribution is responsible for somewhat faster and better learning process.
This algorithm was capable of meeting a performance of 7 % MAPE compared to the naive
forecaster which did 8 %.
The error back propagation algorithm, as expected, did have problems converging sometimes.
It took a lot of time to find settings for which it always converges to a better performance.
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set size
initial temperature
temperature history

J

T[O]
N

0.013
0.16
7

Table 8.17: Alopex learning algorithm settings.
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Figure 8.12: Several simulation with alopex for identical learning algorithm settings.

An advantage here, was that it took considerably less time to learn a neural network with this
algorithm than with random search. This algorithm met a performance of 7 % MAPE.
Thirdly, the simulated annealing algorithm was used. After a lot of test, it appeared that it
was not possible, within a certain time frame, to get this algorithm to converge to reasonably
good performance. It does start to converge very slowly but very soon stops with a too small
performance. The conclusion is that for this thesis, this algorithm is not suitable to do load
forecasting.
Another learning algorithm that had troubles was the alopex algorithm. It is, in this thesis,
not managed to find stable settings and therefore not suitable for short term load forecasting.
It behaves very differently is a lot of simulation are done with identical weight initialisations. It
could therefore unfortunately not be used.
Finally, the optimisation by means of applying two different learning algorithms was successful.
A neural network that was learned with error back propagation was optimised with random search.
This resulted in the best performances of 6 % MAPE.
The overall conclusion is that load forecasting is possible with neural networks but the performance found in literature of 2 % - 4 % MAPE could not be met. The neural networks used here,
have too much trouble with the holidays and special days and got therefore stuck at a performance
of 7 % MAPE. It was however possible to optimise certain neural networks to a performance of 6
% MAPE.
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forecaster
naive
optimisation

MAE
17.45 MW
14MW

Table 8.18: Performances for forecaster learned with error back propagation which was then
optimised by random search.
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Chapter 9

Genetic algorithm
9.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the work which is done to optimise neural networks by means of a genetic algorithm. This type of algorithms seek certain settings which are represented as a single
individual that have an optimal performance which is represented by a fitness. Like in nature,
individuals in a new generations are created from fit parents in the previous generation, combining
the characteristics of them. Together with spurious mutations of the individual characteristics,
these techniques are employed by the genetic algorithm to find better settings than was Initially
started with.
Genetic algorithms are not suitable for all kinds of optimisations. The kind of neural network
settings which may require such an optimisation (remember input variable selection) are discussed
in the first section. Here the goal for using these genetic algorithms is stated. Then there will
be a short but clear explanation of what genetic algorithms operate exactly. In the third section
is explained how an existing genetic algorithm GENESES, which is developed at KEMA [25], is
suited to be applied to any neural network in FNS. This is followed by a discussion on the results
of using this algorithm on the proposed optimisation of the first section and to what conclusion
this led.

9.2

Goal

Some settings for neural networks are very difficult to fine tune. If fine tuning would concern only
a single parameter, this would not be a very big problem. Simple try different settings by trial
and error and choose the one which results in optimal performance. If however it concerns several
parameters for which it is difficult to find optimal or even initial settings, it is not that easy. Trial
and error may result in some improvement but is usually not a very intelligent strategy for finding
better settings. Boldly simulating all possible settings is even worse. This requires an incredible
amount of processing time and simply too much data. For that reason genetic algorithms are used
to optimise performance for a multidimensional input space of possible settings.
Below are the different optimisations for which the genetic algorithm will be used:
• number of neurons per hidden layer
• type and steepness of transfer function per layer
• learning algorithm settings
• selection of input variable selection
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These are all problems for which no clear rules exist, let alone typical values. Genetic algorithms
are therefore used to optimise these type of settings. The first two optimisations are very strait
forward and need no further introduction, see also [29] on optimising number of hidden neurons.
The settings for both the error back propagation and the alopex algorithm are difficult to fine
tune. Several settings were tried when these were used to build a short term forecaster. But the
expectation to find settings resulting a higher performance still exists. These may also result in
faster or smoother learning.
As is discussed in previous chapters, it is very difficult to find optimal settings for the input
variable selection. What variables to use and with what delay is the main question here. Many
possibilities have been tried like the algorithm settings, but it is expected that the entire database
is not yet fully exploited. For that reason the genetic algorithm will be employed to find better
settings.

9.3

Genetic algorithms

A genetic algorithm is just another type of algorithm which is used to find settings for which a certain function, which is directly affected by these settings, is optimal. In this case this optimisation
concerns minimising the performance criteria MAPE.
The optimisation starts with a set of settings which result in a reasonably performance. The
information contained by these settings is called an individual. The genetic algorithm will combine these existing individuals into a new individuals, hopefully improving the new individual's
performance. How this exactly works is explained next.
Thus, each set of settings is an individual and can be represented uniquely into a long string
of bits called a genome. Each setting is converted into a series of bits called a chromosome and
all of these chromosomes make the genome. For an example, see figure 9.1. Here a set of three
settings are converted into separate chromosomes of ten bits which together form a long string of
30 bits called the genome.

0.41

1.23

0.34

1010101101

0010101010

1110110011

1010101101.0010101010.1110110011

setting

chromosome

genome

Figure 9.1: Example of the conversion of an individual.
A group of individuals is called a generation as they are generated in the same time frame.
The performance of all individuals in a generation has to be known before a new generation of
individuals can be created. The performance of an individual is also called fitness. In order
to create new individuals which hopefully have a higher fitness, it is necessary to select very fit
individuals of the generation previous to the new. Typical number of individuals in a generation
is 100.
There are several selection criteria to determine which individuals are involved in producing
the offspring for the next generation and for how many offspring an individual is responsible. Some
will be shortly discussed. The first one is elitism. Here only individuals with a high fitness value
are selected. Another is selection at random. But the criteria which is used here is the roulette
wheel. With this, individuals with high fitness have a high probability to get selected.
Now two techniques will be dis(;ussed which create offspring of selected individuals, these are:
• crossover
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• mutation
Crossover combines two new individuals out of two individuals of the previous generation.
The most simple crossover is single crossover. Here, a group of equal amount of bits is swapped
between the two initial individuals. There is only one point from which bits are swapped, this point
is determined at random. Thus the two individuals are cut in two parts ate the same position.
These two parts are swapped between the two individuals creating two new individuals which are
a mixture of the two initial individuals. This is illustrated in figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Example of crossover.

To use this mechanism, a crossover probability Pc has to be specified. This specifies the
probability that a crossover occurs when creating new individuals. If this is a low probability,
it likely that most of the selected stings of the previous generation occur unchanged in the new
generation. A high crossover probability ensures a lot of mixture of the selected individual in the
new generation. Typical value or Pc is between 0.5 and 1.0.
Crossover only allows for new combinations of the initial individuals of the first generation.
Mutation is on the other hand used to introduce individuals which otherwise could not be created
by simple combining individuals with crossover. Mutation is done after crossover. Here the
probability Pm is used for each bit of an individual to decide if it flips. This flip changes a 0 into
an 1 and vice versa. Typical value for Pm is between 0.001 and 0.050.
Mutation is very useful. If for example, after several generations, the first bit for all individuals
is one, it is impossible to get a new individual with a 0 in that position. If mutation is used, this
is allowed this to happen, and will ensure more diversity in a generation.
Next is the general flow of a genetic algorithm is in algorithm 9.1. Specific forms of this
algorithm depend mainly on the selection mechanism for fit individuals, the number of parents
involved in a crossover, the number of allowed cross overs per new individual and the number of
allowed mutation per new individual.

Algorithm 9.1 Genetic algorithm
for all individuals

{
initialise individual
process fitness

}
for all generations
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{
while current generation not full
{
select several fit individuals of previous generation
create new individual by means of cross over
alter new individual by means of mutation

}
for all individuals
process fitness

}
select best individual of last generation

Typical number of generation for this genetic algorithm is 100 until 1000. In the application
of genetic algorithms here, only two parents are involved per new individual and the number of
allowed cross over and mutations is one.

9.4

Implementation

The implementation of FNS in GENESES was actually very strait forward and did not require a
lot of time. FNS was compiled as a dynamic link library (DLL) in stead of a normal application.
This supplies the facility to call FNS as a normal function within any other program. In this way,
FNS is only loaded into memory whenever it was called and automatically unloaded from memory
at the end of each call.
GENESES calls FNS to determine the fitness of a certain individual. Therefore FNS has to
receive information on the specific individual that it has to simulate. This information is passed
on to FNS by means of arguments. In its turn FNS returns a value to GENESES which represents
the fitness of the simulated individual. A schematic representation of the communication between
GENESES and FNS is in figure 9.3.

GENESES

description
of
individual

application

fitness
of
individual

FNS

dynamic
link
library

Figure 9.3: Communication between GENESES and FNS.

The arguments in the call to FNS can differ because GENESES is able to optimise for different
neural network settings. If, for example, the number of hidden neurons in the first layers is to be
optimised, only a single integer has to be passes to FNS. Whereas input variable selection requires
at least two arrays of integers. For that reason it is possible to pass a variety of arguments to FNS
like integers, floats arrays of integers, etcetera. Depending on the optimisation at the hand will
FNS use only those arguments needed.
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9.5

Results

At this point the application is implemented, but still not fast enough in terms of simulation time.
The same problem as in the previous chapter arose here. The application could only run in the
form of a debug executable. An executable optimised for speed and build with form a faster library
did not work well. Again, a lot of time was spend on trying 0 solve this problem, but despite all
efforts it would simple not work.
Therefore only the debug application was available for doing any optimisations. Test for the
genetic algorithm on some neural networks with only small data sets ran smoothly. Next it was
applied a neural network in order to optimise topology settings, learning algorithm settings and
input variable selection. Here another problem was ran into. A far more serious one than th
inability to optimise simulation time.
The application would crash after a certain amount of time, returning an memory violation.
This amount of time was always constant for these large data sets. It did not matter if large data
sets were used, for example one year of data, or very large data sets that covered several years of
data were used. Again a lot of debugging was done but the error could not be found.
These problems occurred in Microsoft Windows 95 and Microsoft Windows NT. The application
was also build in Red Hat Linux 5.0 where it did not crash. Still the application was too time
consuming and showed some serious memory leakage. This leakage is probably responsible for the
crashes in the other operating systems. Due to a lack of time and Linux systems, this problem
could not be solved.
However the application did not crash on the Linux system, the next is more important. To
do useful optimisation, it is essential to have a large number of individuals in each generation and
a lot of generations, both for example with a value of 100. This could not be simulated because
the application would take approximately half a year to simulate on currently available hardware.

9.6

Conclusions

The use of genetic algorithms to optimise neural networks is proven to be useful in literature
and from previous experience at KEMA. However, this thesis did not succeed to apply genetic
algorithms for the optimisation of neural network which are simulated with FNS. Optimisation by
means of a genetic algorithm requires a fast simulation of a neural network which is unfortunately
not possible with the current application.
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Chapter 10

Validation of FNS
10.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the validation at NUON of the best forecaster which was developed for this
thesis. Real world forecasts were made at NUON with FNS for a period of six days. These were
compared with their own forecasts made with Adept and the actual load that turned out to be
demanded.
The neural network with its settings and performance which used was validated here is in
section 8.5.5. (Note that there are also neural networks developed in this thesis, which perform
better than this neural network. During this validation, actually all the best neural networks
for the following learning algorithms were used: random search with a uniform and a Gaussian
random generator, error back propagation and error back propagation optimised with random
search. They all performed very similarly, except for the one selected above. This neural network
has the least offset in load forecasts with the actual load and was therefore the best performing
neural network for these six days. For that reason it was chosen to be used in this chapter.)
The data that is used has the following delays that refer to the hour of the load that is
forecasted. Calendar input variables have delays of 0 hours, weather input variables have delay
of 24 hours and the load input variable has a delay of 168 hours. Forecasts were made six times,
each time for one day ahead because all actual values were only available up to the previous day.
In figure 10.1 is a schematic representation for what days what data is used and for what day the
forecast is made.
day

week beforE
forecast

yesterday

variable

load

weather

now

forecast

load
calendar

delay
in
hours

168

24

0

Figure 10.1: Schematic representation of the way forecasts were made.
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10.2

Results

In this section are the results of the validation. Besides forecasts which are made by FNS, there
are also results of the forecasts made by NUON. The performance in MAPE of these forecaster are
respectively 7.3 % and 5.5 %. Note that these are mean values for a year and that the validation
which is done here, concerns only six days.
The forecaster currently in use at NUON is Adept, this application is discussed in chapter 5.
Forecasts which were made by Adept are also incorporated in the results of this validation of FNS
to compare them with the results of FNS. Figure 10.2 contains the forecasts made by FNS and
Adept and the value of the actual load which was demanded afterwards for a period of six days,
starting at a Friday.
Actual and forecasted load from a Friday until a Wednesday in April
500
400
300
200
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24
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Figure 10.2: Actual load and results of forecasts made by FNS and Adept for a period of six days.
The forecasts made by FNS are reasonable, but still outrun by the forecasts made by Adept.
The worse forecast made by FNS is the one for Monday. The reason for this is that there was
a special day a week before that day. That day was Eastern Monday. The error in this forecast
originates from the fact that FNS uses load with a delay of 168 hours and it is not performing too
good with load concerning special days. Adept, however, uses load with a delay of 48 hours. The
error responsible from Eastern Monday affected the forecast made by Adept for the Wednesday
afterwards (this is not in this figure). Adept, on the other hand, makes a certain awkward jump
in its forecast for Sunday.
For more detailed plots, see appendix D. There are six plots of the same data, only on a daily
bases. In those plots a more accurate view of the loads is provided.
The overall performance for these six days can be measured by the MAPE performance criterion. In table 10.1 are the performances for both FNS and Adept.
forecaster
FNS
Adept

MAPE for a year
7.3 %
5.5 %

MAPE for six days
9.35 %
4.42 %

Table 10.1: Performances for the validated forecasters.

10.3

Conclusions

It is clear that validation of only six days does not supply a good idea of the performance of a
short term load forecaster. For example, Adept performed better for these days, compared to its
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mean performance for a year. On the other hand, FNS performed worse regarding its MAPE on
the test set. Confirmed here, is the fact that FNS has problems with making forecasts for or on
the basis of load from special days or holidays. The less load demanded at Eastern Monday, did
influence the forecast for seven days later tremendously. It is clear that Adept is performing better
than FNS in general. However, still a problem with Adept is the fact that it sometimes makes
awkward jumps in daily load curves.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and recommendations
This final chapter contains the conclusions of this thesis. These conclusions are based upon
the interpretation of the results in previous chapters. After the conclusions there are also some
recommendations which are ideas for any future research in short term load forecasting.

11.1

Conclusions

Short term load forecasting concerns a lot of items. The conclusion of all the items which were
dealt with in this thesis will be discussed here. A fundamental basis for load forecasting is essential
to start a project like this. Such experience is gained be a literature study, a short learning project
at NUON at with the help of people at KEMA. This is a time consuming process but it supplies
a very good inside in short term load forecasting.
After all these preparations which are necessary, the actual work on the short term load
forecaster was done. Again, building a good data base and designing a shori term load forecaster
requires a considerable amount of time. When this work was all finished, the actual development
of such a forecaster could commence. Although the simulations were very time consuming, a lot
of them were done and the conclusion that follow from those results are discussed next.
The random search algorithm worked as was expected. The influence of the random processes
was considerably larger than was expected for. The difference between the best and the worst
performance after simulating the same neural network for a few times was sometimes as big as 2.5
% MAPE. It was however expected that this influence was only to be a few tenths of a percent.
Despite this x factor, the neural networks could learn to do load forecasts. The algorithm is
a very time consuming processes which tries to find better weight settings at random. This is
compensated by the fact that it only accepts new weights for an increase of performance. For that
reason it will always converge during learning, unlike some other algorithms. The naive forecaster
was defeated by only 1 % to a performance of 7 % MAPE.
Another learning algorithm called error back propagation was used. This algorithm suffered
from convergence problems for a lot of algorithm settings. Despite these and thanks to the fact
that this algorithm is much faster than the previous one, several neural networks resulted into
load forecasters with a performance of 7 % like the ones learned with random search.
Both the learning algorithms simulated annealing and alopex could not be get to work properly
within the set time frame. The cause of this is probably that there no suitable settings could be
found to cope with short term load forecasting. On top of that suffered the alopex algorithm of
extreme instabilities due to the random initialisation of the random generators used.
The optimisation of the result of error back propagation with random search, resulted in a
performance of 6 % MAPE. This was the highest performance that could be met. This proved
that it can payoff to use different algorithms after one another.
Conclusion regarding the selection of input variables are the following. The neural network
likes to be applied with calendar information in the form of cyclic intervals for variables like time
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of year, time of day and time of week. For the weather variables, it did not matter a lot if the mean
values or the hourly values were presented. The both functioned as a kind of season indication.
They functioned better than the normal season indication. Temperature and light intensity were
far out the most useful. Nevertheless the largest contribution was in the form of hourly load from
a week ago. The biggest problem, regarding input variables, is the indication of holidays and
special days. It was nearly impossible to learn the neural network to copy with these exceptions
to normal load demand.
In short, this thesis supplies knowledge and facilities to develop short term load forecasters
with neural networks. With these, some algorithms, selection of input variables and topologies
are assessed. Although a performance of 6 % was met, the forecaster is not really a match for
the performances found in literature or met at NUON. The main reasons for this are the time
consuming simulations and the problem of holidays and special days.

11.2

Recommendations

The following should be considered when developing a short term load forecaster in the future.
Use a hybrid system of a neural network and simple correction mechanism. The neural network
will only forecast load for normal days. For special days and holidays it will also forecast as if
it were a normal day. This is done by removing all special days and holidays from the database.
These are then replaced with load of a nearby similar day. If there is a special day or a holiday, it
is clear the neural network will make a large forecast error. This error is compensated for by the
correction mechanism. This mechanism knows, on a hourly bases, the average difference over a few
years between the load of this special day or holiday and the load for the particular day used to
fill the database. By means of this average difference it is possible to correct the forecasted hourly
loads. This will gain higher performances compared to a short term load forecaster existing only
of a neural network which is, among other input variables, fed with an indication of the special
day or holiday at hand.
Use a simple data structure for neural networks. The data structure which was used in this
thesis already existed and could not be altered. It is a object oriented implementation with
a very modular structure and reasonable flexibility. The main disadvantage is that, because
of this modularity, the simulation of a neural network is more time consuming than a more
simple data structure. Therefore, it is to be recommended to use a simple non modular data
structure. One that incorporates a few lists of vectors and matrices in the form of respectively one
and two dimensional arrays. Disadvantage is that reuseability of several functions will be more
difficult than with a more modular structure. This will be less severe because of the speed up in
terms of simulation time. For research purposes it is very crucial to do as many experiments as
possible. This is of main importance when random processes influence the outcomes of experiments
reasonably, like in this thesis. Therefore simulations have to be reran several times in order to get
representative results.
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Appendix A

Database structure
variable
time of year

time of day
season
day of the week
day of the week simplified
summer or winter time
hourly temperature
mean daily temperature
minimum daily temperature
maximum daily temperature
hourly wind speed
mean daily wind speed
minimum daily wind speed
maximum daily wind speed
hourly light intensity
mean daily light intensity
maximum daily load
hourly load
mean daily load
maximum daily load
minimum daily load
holidays
holidays simplified
special days
special days simplified

representation
linear interval
cyclic interval
linear interval
cyclic interval
linear interval
1-of-2 selection
linear interval
cyclic interval
linear interval
1-of-2 selection
linear interval
l-of- 2 selection
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
linear interval
1-of-3 selection
linear interval
linear interval
1-of-3 selection

format
[0,1]
[0,1]2
[0,1]
[0,1]2
{0,1,2}
3
{O, 1}
{1, 2, ... , 7}
[0,1]2
{1,2,3}
{0,1}2
{1,2}
{0,1}2
[-25,40]
[-25,40]
[-25,40]
[-25,40]
[0,50]
[0,50]
[0,50]
[0,50]
[0,600]
[0,600]
[0,600]
(0,400]
(0,400]
(0,400]
(0,400]
{0,1, ... ,10}
{0,1,2}
3
{O, 1}
{O, 1, ... , 1O}
{0,1, ... ,3}
{0,1}3

Table A.1: Variables in the created database with variable ranges for Friesland.
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Appendix B

Calendar exceptions
In order to either correct the calendar with the earth's orbit around the sun or to save daylight
during winter, some exceptions are made to the standard calendar. Below are these exceptions
laid out for the situation in The Netherlands.

B.I

Leap years

In The Netherlands, as in the rest of the western world, each four years there is a leap year for
correction of the calendar. This leap year contains one extra days on the 28th of February. Thus
Increasing the normal number of 365 days per year to 366. An overview of recent leap years is in
table B.1.
leap year
1992
1996
2000

Table B.1: Leap years in The Netherlands.

B.2

Clock changes

In order to save daylight during winter there exists summer and winter time in The Netherlands.
In table B.2 there is an overview of recent clock changes. A transition of winter time to summer
time is done once a year by changing the clock on a certain Sunday from 03:00 hours to 04:00 hours.
Hereby removing 03:00 hours of that day from that year. The reverse is done for a transition from
sumer time to winter time by changing the clock, again on a certain Sunday, from 04:00 to 03:00.
Now the hour 03:00 of that day exists twice, once for summer time and once for winter time.

B.3

First day of the year

In order to fill a database with a variable describing the day of the week, it is necessary to know
what day of the week corresponds with any date. Therefore is in table B.3 there is a list of the
day of the week for the 1st of January for recent years.
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year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

winter to summer time
31-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
29-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
28-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
27-0303:00 -+ 04:00
26-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
31-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
30-03 03:00 -+ 04:00
29-03 03:00 -+ 04:00

summer to winter time
29-09 04:00 -+ 03:00
27-09 04:00 -+ 03:00
26-09 04:00 -+ 03:00
25-09 04:00 -+ 03:00
24-09 04:00 -+ 03:00
27-10 04:00 -+ 03:00
26-10 04:00 -+ 03:00
25-10 04:00 -+ 03:00

Table B.2: Recent clock changes in The Netherlands.

01/01/92
01/01/93
01/01/94
01/01/95
01/01/96
01/01/97
01/01/98

Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday

Table B.3: List of what kind of day the 1st of January is for recent years.
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Appendix C

FNS specifications
In this appendix, the formal simulator specifications are discussed which are part of the design of
FNS. Here, only the relevant items which are newly designed or adapted from the existing FNS
library are discussed. For more information on the specification and design of this FNS library,
see [35].

C.l

FNS

Because the simulator is based upon an object oriented design, this means that this discussion
will describe objects and their methods. The path followed here is done according to the top
down approach in the same as has been done for the existing FNS library. For each level the
functionality is explained together with a table of methods that are called from that level and the
formal C++ method declarations.
The object modelling the neural network simulator is called FfNetSim. Besides one neural
network object of type FfNet it also consists of two peripheral scaling units of type ScaleUnit
that linearly normalise input and output vectors.
The object's main functionality is to simulate feed forward neural networks. This directly
divides main functionality into three parts since simulating neural networks concerns learning,
testing and recalling. These are separate methods that are used subsequently in the following
order. Note that when designing a short term load forecaster, at the end of each of these methods,
it can be decided to return to a previous method if the results of that method are not satisfactory.
learn neural network
test neural network
recall neural network

Learn
Test
Recall

In order to use the simulator, a unique name has to be chosen as an identifier for that particular
neural network. Only then these methods of learning, testing and recalling can be applied. This
identifier is used for all file names concerning these methods throughout a single simulation. Each
method requires at least a command file with that name combined with a file extension indicating
what method it contains commands for. More on other files and their formats follows as these
three methods are fully discussed.

C.2

Learn

To learn a neural network, different types of settings have to be specified in a learn command file.
This file is named after the neural network identifier and with the extension .lcd. It contains all
necessary settings for learning a neural network. Below are all relevant methods for initialisation
of the neural network and to learn and test it.
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set neural network topology
set data selection
set learn data
set test data
set stop criteria
set algorithm
learn for one epoch
evaluate neural network performance

SetTopology
SetDataSeIection
SetLearnData
SetTestData
SetStopCriterial
SetAIgorithm
LearnOneEpoch
EvaIuatePerformace

This method will according to these settings subsequently learn and test the neural network
for one epoch until one of the stop criteria is reached. At that point all calls to LearnOneEpoch
will result into the following files containing learning output.
• . fnn final neural network file
• . pnn pocket neural network file (optional)
• .lle learn method's lean error file
• .lte learn method's test error file
• .Ire learn result file
• .llg learn log file
The final neural network file contains the neural network's topology and the final weights
that were present in the neural network when learning stopped. The pocket neural network file
contains also the topology and the weights of the neural network at its best performance. For
some algorithms this is the same as the final neural network file and therefore not written to disk.
There is also a learn error file containing the learn error for each specified number of epochs, and
also a test error file containing similar data for the test data. Then there is a learn result file that
has the learn performance criteria ME, MPE, MAE, MAPE and STDDEV of the error for the
final and pocket neural network. Of this file there also is a version generated for the test data. At
last there is the learn log file in which anything written to standard output is also written to ,so
that even much later all output to screen during learning can be examined.
Therefore the function to learn a neural network is declared as
int FfNetSim::Learn(char *NetName)
pre:
NetName is the neural network identifier
post:
neural network is learned and written to disk with data concerning this phase
return: standard error code

C.2.!

Topology

This part specifies from which components and with which connections the neural network is built,
the so called neural network topology. The list below that describes the topology settings is very
trivial, although the following has to be mentioned. Depending on the specified number of hidden
layers, the settings about a hidden layers is repeated for each hidden layer.
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bias
number of inputs
number of outputs
type of output layer
gamma of output layer
number of hidden layers
number of neurons in hidden layer 1
type of hidden layer 1
gamma of hidden layer 1
number of neurons in hidden layer 2
type of hidden layer 2
gamma of hidden layer 2

BDDL
int
int
int

REAL
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

{yes, no}
{1, 2, ...}
{1, 2, ...}
{sigmoid, linear, arctangent}
lE.
{O, 1, ...}
{1, 2, ...}
{sigmoid, linear, arctangent}
lE.
{1, 2, ...}
{sigmoid, linear, arctangent}
lE.

...
The method for building a topology is declared as
int FfNetSim: :SetTopologyCifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's topology is build
return: standard error code

C.2.2

Data selection

Data files consist out of columns with each column representing a variable such as time, load or
temperature. Now, some neural networks have slightly different inputs and outputs than others.
For example one has an input for temperature and another one has not. In order to use data files
conveniently, as described in chapter 6, large data files exist with all sorts of variables and during
the reading of data. Only variables that are of concern are read in, the other ones are just ignored.
This method is initialised by the simulator, according to the command file part on data selection,
with what columns (variables) are of concern. So that if neural networks with other input and
output are to be simulated, only these settings have to be adjusted instead of making entire new
data files.
There are usually also some inputs that use a variable from the data files with a delay. This
can also be specified by giving the number of lines the variables has to be delayed when reading
from the data files. It can even occur that some variables are outputs as some delayed version of
the same variables are used as inputs. To select columns of the data files for inputs and outputs of
the neural network and specifying their delays, this method will read settings from the command
file so that they can be used later when the learn or test data is actually read in. The following
settings are concerned with this.
number of columns
columns for input 1
delay for input 1 in lines
columns for input 2
delay for input 2 in lines

int
int
int
int
int

{2, 3, ...}
{1, 2, ...}
{O, 1, ...}
{1, 2, ...}
{O, 1, ...}

int
int
int
int

{1, 2, ...}
{O, 1, ...}
{1, 2, ...}
{O, 1, ...}

...
columns for output 1
delay for output 1 in lines
columns for output 2
delay for output 2 in lines

...
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The method for reading in data selection is declared as
int FfNetSim: :SetDataSelection(ifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's data selection is read in
return: standard error code

C.2.3

Learn data

The database, which is in ASCII format, is usually divided into separate files, each representing
data for a single year. In these files each column represents a single variable and according to the
data selection set if it will be used and wit what delay. Here learn data is read in by the following
specifications.
number of data files
path of data file 1
path of data file 2

int
char*
char*

E{I,2, ...}

BaaL

E {yes, no}

...
randomise data

The format of the learn data is kept very simple. Line for line the data files are read and via
settings from SetDataSelection, each line is converted into a pair of one input and output vector.
Between all columns in the data file all C standard whitespace characters are allowed to separate
them. If all data is read into a sequel pattern list, his list is scaled and written to a scaled pattern
list, used for learning the neural network.
The method for reading in learn data is declared as
int FfNetSim: :SetLearnData(ifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's learn data is read in and scaled
return: standard error code

C.2.4

Test data

Test data is read in identically as learn data, except that the number of data files can be set to
o so that no test data is read in and no testing is done during learning. It is however always
recommended to have test data, there are however a few exceptions. The settings for have the
following format.
number of data file
path of data file 1
path of data file 2

int
char*
char*

E{O,I, ...}

...
Here test data files have the same format is for the learn data files. The method for reading in
test data is declared as
int FfNetSim: :SetTestData(ifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's test data is read in and scaled
return: standard error code
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C.2.5

Stop criteria

The most important stop criterion is the maximum number epochs since this setting is mainly
responsible for the total simulation time. The other setting specifies the minimum MAPE at
which the neural network will stop learning because then the neural network performance is at a
desirable level. The stop criteria can specified to be a weighted function of several performance
criteria. In the development phase only these two are of concern.
maximum epochs
epochs between tests
minimum MAPE

int
int

REAL

E{I,2, ...}
E {I, 2, ... , maximum epochs}
E JR+

The method for initialising stop criteria is declared as
int FfNetSim: : SetStopCriterial(ifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's stop criteria are set
return: standard error code

C.2.6

Algorithm

This is the is the most difficult part if the initialisation of the neural network simulator. Depending
on the learning algorithm, different number of settings follow. Below is stated which settings are
required for which algorithm.
• error back propagation
- learning rate, momentum
• random search
uniform distribution, mean, range
Gauss distribution, mean, variance
• alopex
- step size 8, initial temperature T [0], temperature history N
• simulated annealing
- initial temperature T [0], initial variance var [0]
To have a complete overview of all setting that possible can be used, the table below specifies
them with their restrictions.
algorithm
learning rate
momentum
distribution
range
mean
variance
temperature

char*

REAL
REAL
int

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

{backprop, randsearch, qrandsearch, alopex, simanneal}
JR+
JH;T
{uniform, gauss}
JRT
JH;
JR+
JRT
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The method for setting this information in the neural network simulator object is declared as

int FfNetSim::SetAlgorithm(ifstream CommandFile)
pre:
CommandFile is the neural network learn command file
post:
neural network's learning algorithm is set
return: standard error code

C.2.7

Learn one epoch

This is a part of the learn method where the actual learning of a neural network takes places. This
is discussed in three parts for each algorithm. First the initialisation where memory is allocated
and initialise, then then learning for a single epoch and finally deleting of allocated memory.
Back propagation

In order to set up a data structure that is needed for back propagation, the following method is
used. This one will allocate memory of the right type for the delta vectors and delta matrices
necessary for this algorithm, as is explained in algorithm 3.1.

int FfNet: : BeginBackProp(void)
pre:
initialisation of the neural network topology
post:
initialised delta vectors and delta matrices for back propagation
return: standard error code

Here is a method that is applied to all patterns in order to learn the neural network object for
one epoch with the back propagation algorithm. The declaration for this method is

int FfNet::DoBackPropCycle(const Vector &1, const Vector &D, float a, float m)
pre:
initialisation of input pattern, desired output pattern, learning rate, momentum and neural networ
post:
neural network is learned for one epoch with back propagation
return: standard error code

After all learning for all epochs, or reaching on of the other stop criteria, this method is called
in order to clean up all allocated memory for the back propagation algorithm.

int FfNet: : EndBackProp(void)
pre:
initialised delta vectors and delta matrices for back propagation
post:
memory allocated for this data is made free
return: standard error code

Random search

Again for this algorithm, some initial settings have to be made. Here a random generator is created
according to the specified distribution, together with a copy matrices. These will be used to make
a copy of all the weights in the neural network, see algorithm 3.2. Thus, for each weights matrix
in the neural network, there is a copy matrix created by this method.
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int FfNet: : BeginRandSearch(int distr)
pre:
initialised neural network and type of random generator
post:
copy matrices initialised to 0
return: standard error code

For all epochs the following three methods are used. First, a copy of the neural network
weights is stored in the copy matrices. Then random changes are made to the weights in the
neural network. If this results in a smaller system error, no weights are restored and the algorithm
will do this again for the next epoch.

int FfNet::WeightCopy(void)
pre:
initialised neural network and copy matrices
post:
copy of the previous weights stored in the copy matrices
return: standard error code

int FfNet: : DoRandSearchWeightUpdate (REAL Mean, REAL Range)
pre:
initialised neural network and an initialised random generator
random updates of weights in the neural network
post:
return: standard error code

If there is an increase in the system error, the random adaption of the weights was obviously
not good for performance. Therefore this method is used in order to restore the previous weights
from the copy matrix.

int FfNet: : WeightRestore (void)
pre:
initialised neural network and copy matrices
post:
weights of neural network are replaced by the weights of the copy matrices
return: standard error code

Note that the weight copy and restore methods are not named after this particular algorithm
because other algorithms will use these also.
Finally there is also a method that deletes the allocated memory for the copy matrices.

int FfNet: : EndRandSearch(void)
pre:
initialised copy matrices
post:
memory allocated for this data is made free
return: standard error code

Simulated annealing
For learning with simulated annealing, see algorithm 3.3, the next methods are needed. The first
one creates as much copy matrices as there are weight matrices in the neural network. Also initial
temperature T is set and both a Gauss and a uniform random generator are created here. For
the one with a Gauss distribution, an initial variance var [0] is needed from the command file, the
generator's mean is by default set to O.
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int FfNet: : BeginSimAnneal(REAL InitVariance)
pre:
initialised neural network and initial variance and temperature
post:
copy matrices initialised to 0, temperature is initialised and a Gauss and uniform random generat<
return: standard error code

To copy and restore weight matrices the appropriate methods defined in the previous section
are used.
For the actual simulated annealing step is the next method.

int FfNet: :DoSimAnneal (void)
pre:
initialised neural network, random generator and setting for simulated annealing
post:
single random update is done (or not) according the simulated annealing algorithm
return: standard error code

Again for cleaning up all allocated memory, there has to be a method that is called at the end
of the learning phase.

int FfNet: :EndSimAnneal (void)
pre:
initialised copy matrices and Gauss and uniform random random generator
post:
memory allocated for this data is made free
return: standard error code

Alopex
Like the previous algorithm, alopex updates the weights randomly but it does not keep a copy
of the previous weights. Only by means of the recent error it decides how the next updates
will be. Therefore it only has to remember how the updates were done. The step size is always
constant therefore only the signs of the updates are of relevance. For this there have to be matrices
initialised, as many and the same size as there are weight matrices. Also the step size 8, initial
temperature T and temperature history N are initialised according to the settings in the command
file. The next method will created these so called sign matrices and initialise it randomly by a
uniform distribution.

int FfNet: :BeginAlopex(REAL InitTemp, REAL TempHist, REAL StepSize)
pre:
initialised neural network
post:
sign matrices randomly initialised, initial temperature and temperature history initialised and unifc
return: standard error code

For the alopex step is the next method, see algorithm 3.4.

int FfNet: :DoAlopex(void)
pre:
initialised neural network, random generator and setting for simulated annealing
post:
single random update is done (or not) according the simulated annealing algorithm
return: standard error code

The next method is for cleaning up the uniform random generator and copy matrices.
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int FfNet: :EndAlopex(void)
pre:
initialised copy matrices and random random generator
post:
memory allocated for this data is made free
return: standard error code

C.2.8

Evaluate

After a specified number of epochs, the entire network is evaluated for both learn and test set.
This is done by a method that processes several performance criteria and writes them to disk. The
performance criteria to be implemented are ME, MAE, MPE, MAPE, MSE, RMSE and STDDEV.
From these results can be decided if the performance is satisfactory and if learning can be stopped.
Later on, with the aid of a graphical plotting program, figures of these criteria can be generated
automatically.
The next method is for processing the above mentioned performance criteria on a neural
network.

int FfNet: : Evaluate (Vector &MA, Vector &MAE, Vector &MPE, Vector &MAPE, Vector &MSE,
Vector &RMSE, Vector &STDDEV, PatList L)
pre:
initialised neural network and a scaled list of patterns
post:
performance criteria for the current weights in the neural network
return: standard error code

C.3

Test

To test a neural network, again, different types of settings have to be specified in a test command
file. This file is named after the neural network identifier and with the extension. ted. It contains
all necessary settings for testing a neural network. Below are all relevant methods for initialisation
of the neural network and to test it.
load neural network
set data selection
set test data
evaluate neural network performance

LoadNeuralNetwork
SetDataSelection
SetTestData
EvaluatePerformace

This method will according to these settings, test the neural network. At that point the calls
to EvaluatePerformance will have resulted into the following files containing the test output.

• . tre test result file
• . tlg test log file
The test result file that has the performance criteria ME, MPE, MAE, MAPE and STDDEV
for the specified neural network. There is also the test log file in which anything written to
standard output is also written to, in order to keep the output if it is to be examined later on.
Therefore the function to test a neural network is declared as

int FfNetSim::Test(char *NetName)
pre:
NetName is the neural network identifier
post:
neural network is tested and its performance is written to disk
return: standard error code
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C.3.!

Load neural network

See work on the library FNS in [35].

C.3.2

Data selection

See section C.2.2.

C.3.3

Test data

See section C.2.4.

C.3.4

Evaluate

See section C.2.8.

CA

Recall

After learning and testing a neural network, the neural network can be recalled, or in other words
applied, on real world data. In order to do so, the two settings below are specified in a command
file that is named with the neural network identifier with the extension . red.
load neural network
set data selection
set recall data
recall data

LoadNeuralNetwork
SetDataSeleetion
SetReeallData
Apply

Thus, if the application is called with this command file, it will rebuild the neural network.
Then it will process all recall data for each pattern in the recall data set.

int Reeall(ehar *NetName)
pre:
NetName: the neural network identifier
post:
Write output patterns for the applied input patterns to disk
return: standard error code

C.4.!

Load neural network

See work on the library FNS in [35].

C.4.2

Data selection

See section C.2.2.

C.4.3

Recall data

See section C.2.3. The only difference here is that, of course, there are no output patterns available.

C.4.4

Recall

See work on the library FNS in [35].
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C.5

File names

In this section is a short overview of all the file name extensions which are relevant for working
with FNS, see table C.l.

.led
.lle
.lte
.lre
.llg
.ted
.tre
.tlg
.red
.rre
.rlg
.fnn
.pnn

learn command file
learn learn error file
learn test error file
learn result file
learn log file
test command file
test result file
test log file
recall command file
recall result file
recall log file
final neural network weight file
pocket neural network weight file

Table C.l: File name extensions for files that are read and written by FNS.
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Appendix D

Results of the validation of FNS
Actual and forecasted load for a Friday in April
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Figure D.l: Results of forecasts at NUON a Friday in April.

Actual and forecasted load for a Saturday in April
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Figure D.2: Results of forecasts at NUON a Saturday in April.
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Actual and forecasted load for a Sunday in April
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Figure D.3: Results of forecasts at NUON a Sunday in April.

Actual and forecasted load for a Monday in April
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Figure D.4: Results of forecasts at NUON a Monday in April.

Actual and forecasted load for a Thesday in April
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Figure D.5: Results of forecasts at NUON a Thesday in April.
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Actual and forecasted load for a Wednesday in April
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Figure D.6: Results of forecasts at NUON a Wednesday in April.
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